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I
FACULTY SENATE MEETING- May 31, 1995

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

Sidney Nesselroad
Susan Tirotta

Meeting was called to order at 3: 10 p.m.

ROLLCALL
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Arlt, Caples, Chambers, Christie, Gleason,
Hawkins, Hood, Medlar, Myers, Nott, Nethery, Roberts, Rubin and Wirth.
David Majsterek, Beverly Heckart, Allen Gulezian, Barbara Radke, Anne Denman and Katarin Jurich.

CHANGES TO AGENDA
None
APPROVAL OF ·M INUTES
•MOTION NO. 3018 Dan Ramsdell moved and Rob Perkins seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the April
26, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting as distributed {May 17, 1995, minutes have not yet been distributed]. Motion passed.
COMMUNICATIONS
-5/24/95 memo from Don Cocheba, Chair-Faculty Senate Budget Committee, re. distribution of July 1, 1995, faculty
salary increase; see Budget Committee report below.
-5131/95 memo from Jen Gray, Director of Foundation Services, re. Community Development Plan; see Chair's report
below.
REPORTS

1.

CHAIR
•MOTION NO. 3019 Charles McGehee moved and Ken Gamon seconded a motion to approve the
membership of the 1995~96 Faculty Senate Standing Committees and to change the membership of the Faculty
Senate Curriculum Committee in response to the reorganization of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences.
~~~~

.

1995-96 FACULTY SENATE STANJ>ING COMMITTEES
Phone:
SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
• Hugh Spall, Chair
Bus Administration (7485)
3-3071
English (7558)
• Bobby Cummings, Vice Chair
3-3432
• Charles Rubin, Secretary
Geology (7418)
3-2827
Math (7424)
• Ken Gamon, At-Large
3-2834
• Lisa Weyandt, At-Large
Psychology (7575)
3-3688
• Sidney Nesselroad, Past Chair
Music (7458)
3-1316
SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Frank Cioffi
• Susan Donahoe
Edward Gellenbeck
Charles McGehee
Jeffrey Snedeker
- -- - - - Student

English (7558)
Education
Computer Science(7520)
Sociology (7545)
Music (7458)
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3-1532
3-1475
3-1435
3-2005
3-1226

Email:
SPALLH
aJMMINGS
CHARLIER
GAMONK

WEYAND'IL
???

CIOFFIF
IXNAHOES
GELLENBE
CHASM
SNEDEKER
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
1. CHAIR. continued

SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE

+ Carol Butterfield

•

DonCocheba
Barney Erickson
Wayne Klemin
Thomas Yeh

SENATE CODE COMMITTEE
Ethan Bergman
• Mnerva Caples
+ Katarin Jurich
David Majsterek
OwenPratz
SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
SBB. I LIB. 1 Student)
Gary Richardson [SBE}
(2 yrs)
Clara Baker [SBE]
(1 yr)
Linda Klug (BNSS]
(1 yr)
• Michael Gleason [BNSS] (3 yrs)
• Steve Olson [AH]
(2 yrs)
Wesley Van Tassel [AH] (3 yrs)
Joseph Bonebrake [CEPS] (2 yrs)
Randall Butler [CEPS]
(1 yr)
+ Patrick Owens (LIB)
(1 yr)
- - - -- - Student

EJ

SENATE PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
Karen Adamson
Linda Beath
John Carr
Michelle Kidwell
+ Rex Wirth
SENATE PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
• Bobby Cummings (CHAIR)

Frank Carlson (Member of CFR)
Ken Gamon (Member of CFR)
Osman Alawiye
Patricia Maguire

Education (7409)
Economics (7486)
Math (7424)
BEAM (7488)
Library (7548)

3-1480
3-2411
3-2833
3-1255
3-1542

BUTfERFI
CX£1-IEBAD
ERICKSON
KELMINW
YEHT

Home Economics (7565)
Education (7409)
Sociology (7545)
Education (7409)
Psychology (7575)

3-2366
3-1951
3-2195
3-1473
3-3667

BERGMANE
CAPLESM
JURICHK
MAJSTERE
PRATZ

CLAS, 3 SPS, 3 B&'B, I LIB, 1 SRIEleat) (2 AH. 2 BNSS. 2 CEPS. 2
'
Business Admin(7485)
3-3082
RICHARDG
Accounting (7484)
3-3530
BAKER
Anthropology (7544)
3-3217
KLUG_L
Biology (7537)
3-1019
GIEASONM
English (7558)
3-1536
OLSONS
Theatre Arts (7460)
VANTASS
3-2020
lET (7584)
3-3543
a:NEBRAK
Aerospace Studies (7568)
3-3420
BUTLERR
OWENSP
Library (7548)
3-1021

3-2031
3-1474
3-2808
3-1430
3-2353

ADAMSON
BEATHL
CARRJ
KIDWELLM
WIRTHR

English (7558)
3-3432
Faculty Legislative Representative

CUMMINGS

Education (7409)
Math (7424)
Education (7409)
Leisure Services (7 572)

3-2071
3-2834
3-1476
3-1968

CARLSONF
GAMONK
ALAWIYEO
MAGUIREP

3-2834
206-762-4922
3-2071
3-1803]

GAMONK
#
CARLSONF

Accounting (7484)
Education (7409)
Biology (7537)
Computer Science (7520)
Political Science (7578)

COUN~

OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES (CFR)
• Ken Gamon , Math (7424)
(1 yr)
Jim Alexander, Anthropology (SeaTac Center)
(3 yrs)
Frank Carlson, Education (7409)-replaces Scott Lewis, 1 year only
[Scott Lewis, Math (7424) -on leave 1995-96
(2 yrs)

FACULTY LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE (FLRl
• Senator; + Alternate
Student Altc:mate: ASCWU/BOD President - Brian Dolman

(llll8,19J5; ROSTERSISTANDING.95)

-Chair Nesselroad reported that the Executive Conunittee will consider nomination of a Faculty Legislative
Representative at its first meeting of Fall quarter 1995.
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1.

CHAm, continued
"MOTION NO. 3019 Linda Beath moved and Dieter Romboy seconded a motion to approve the 1996-97 and
1997-98 Quarterly Calendars as distributed at the May 17, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting and detailed on the
current agenda. Motion passed.

• ••••
-Chair Nesselroad reported that University Advancement has been authorized by the President's Cabinet to
initiate, develop and implement a Community Development Plan under the following purpose and objectives:
Pumose: To bring together a broad-based group of people from the Ellensburg and University communities
to create a plan for improving relations among all parties, so that more effective community development
activities can occur.
Objectives: 1) To explore avenues for joint involvement, where all citizens can enjoy greater satisfaction in
strengthening the bonds between "town and gown." 2) To promote, through collective partnerships,
opportunities for the University to work with local organizations, to create a positive impact on economic
development. 3) To engender greater awareness of existing and newly formed alliances, whereby the general
populace is more cognizant of projects involving mutual cooperation.
Chair Nesselroad explained that the Steering Committee for the Community Development Plan will
consist of six members each from the University and Ellensburg communities, and the Committee will meet
at least quarterly to assist in program planning. Jen Gray, Director of Foundation Services, has requested a
faculty nomination to the Steering Committee, and the Chair invited nominations (to be submitted to the Faculty
Senate Office by the end of the week).
2.

AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF ADMINISTRATORS [Allen
Gulezian, Business Administration/SEE-Chair; Ken Hammond, Geography/CLAS; Dan Fennerty,
Education/CPS]
Ad Hoc Committee Chair Allen Gulezian distributed to all Senators the Committee's report and the
numerical results (simple mean and standard deviation) of the 1994-95 survey. He explained that the numerical
results plus comments have been distributed to all administrators surveyed; the numerical report will also be
distributed to each department, and copies of this report are available for review in the Faculty Senate Office
and at the Library Reference Desk [in folder titled "Faculty Senate]. Comments pertaining to administrators
were transcribed, re-typed and randomized by the Committee members and have been distributed only to the
administrator to whom the comments refer and to that individual's immediate supervisor (in the President's case,
to the Board of Trustees). The original comments sheets will be retained in confidentiality by the Ad Hoc
Committee Chair and will be destroyed at a future date.
Dr . Gulezian commented that this year's survey return rate was 36% (134 of 369 full-time faculty
surveyed). Prior year return rates have ranged from a high of 42% (1984-85) to a low of28% (1986-87), with
the last two survey return rates at 34% and 37% respectively. It is hoped that future revision of the survey may
result in increased participation. Senator Charles McGehee asked if the "10 - cannot judge" category were
factored into the calculations of the item scores, and if not, could this be interpreted to mean that the results
were based on only 3-4 responses. Dr. Gulezian replied that the numerical results are based only on answers
"1 - strongly disagree" through "5 - strongly agree," so results could theoretically be based on very few
responses.
"MOTION NO. 3020 Dan Ramsdell moved and Don Cocheba seconded a motion that the Faculty Senate
formally commend the members of this year's Ad Hoc Committee for Faculty Opinion Survey of Administrators
for its work in implementing the 1995-96 survey. Motion passed.

3.

)

PRESIDENT
President Ivory Nelson reported that a biennial budget has been agreed upon by the state legislature,
which should allow C. W. U. to maintain current funding levels. The President stated that, regardless of actual
dollar amounts, the proportions of funding developed in internal budget hearings will be maintained. 4% salary
increases, effective July 1, 1995, have been authorized for civil service employees, administrators and faculty
members, and the Board of Trustees will act on salary increase recommendations at its June 9, 1995, meeting.
The President reported that his recent trip to Russia and Hungary with David Hedrick, Director of
International Programs, was enlightening and successful. The C.W.U. representatives negotiated and signed
contracts for exchanges of students and faculty with Herzen University (St. Petersburg/ Russia) and Janus
Pannonius University (Pees/ Hungary).
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4.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
*MOTION NO. 3021 Charles McGehee moved acceptance of the Academic AlTairs Committee's report on
reorganization and approval of principlt:s II I through II 13, as follows:
Proposal regarding JlsHigning functions of the former Undergraduate Council to the
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee
In a memo dated January 4, 1995, Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee was charged to
examine the feasibility of assigning to the Academic Affairs Committee the functions of the former
Undergraduate Council which was abolished in 1992. In response to this charge, the Academic Affairs
Committee submits the following proposal:
Since the abolition of both the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies and the Undergraduate
Council, policy making and review has become fragmented and scattered in a number of places across campus.
As a result, no one person or body has general oversight responsibilities over academic policy. This means that
policy may be created, modified, ignored or abandoned without adequate discussion, review or coordination.
It further means that faculty, students and administrators often do not know what university standards and
expectations are or who is responsible for what, when and under what circumstances.
The Committee has discussed the matter within itself and met with the Dean of Academic Services,
Jim Pappas, the Special Assistant to the Provost and former Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Don Schliesman
as well as the Dean of Graduate Studies, Gerry Stacy. The Committee Chair has also met with the Provost to
discuss the matter. The committee also considered other options, notably, the policy used at Western
Washington University. As the result of these deliberations the Academic Affairs Committee recommends the
following:
1.
The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee should assume role of the former Undergraduate
Council thereby becoming the center of initiation, review and change of Academic Policy at CWU.
The current role and position of the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee is well-suited to
taking on such an assignment. Its history has been one of periodic involvement in academic policy
formulation and is therefore already well-known. Further, it enjoys a focal position within university
governance. Expanding on the known and familiar, we believe, is speedier and potentially less
disruptive than creating something totally new.
2.
The current structure of the committee, as defined by the Bylaws of the Faculty Senate, is not adequate
to the new task. The workload and need for more broadly based deliberation requires a larger number
and greater variety of participants than is currently the case.
We believe the Committee should consist of eight faculty members, two from each of the four
schools, and two students representing the ASCWU. In addition, the Provost or designee, a
representative of the academic deans, and the Chair of Chairs should serve ex officio (without vote).
The committee would therefore be comprised of thirteen regular members. A quorum will be based
on regular voting members.
In the event none the faculty members of the committee is not from the west-side off-campus
programs, a non-voting representative of the off-campus program will be invited to the meetings as
liaison and will share in all correspondence.
Other persons with specialized knowledge, such as, the Registrar, Director of Admissions,
et al., may be designated formally as consultants (without vote), and they and others may be called
from time to time to advise the committee as it sees fit.
Members should be appointed from among the faculty by the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee. Department Chairs of the Schools in question should be requested to submit nominations
from among their respective faculties. The Committee will select a Chair from among its voting
members.
3.
Continuity and familiarity with the structure and purpose of the committee is critical for understanding
the history of the conditions that produced existing policy and procedures. Continuity is also essential
for assessing committee goals as they relate to the mission of the university.
To facilitate continuity, we recommend that terms of faculty should be for two years and
staggered to insure continuity. Voting members should be limited to two consecutive terms, and may
be reappointed after two years have lapsed. The ASCWU may appoint student representatives on a
yearly basis but should be encouraged to select students who can serve for two consecutive years.
4.
Since the task of the Academic Affairs Committee will be oriented to the university as a whole, we
rea ffmn the Senate Bylaws' provision that the structure of the committee should not be restricted to
members of the Senate. To strengthen ties with the Senate, however, we recommend that at least two
of the faculty members be members of the Senate throughout their terms.
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4.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
5.
The agenda will be set by the membership of Committee (ex officio members included) and/or the
Senate Executive Committee. In addition, requests may be made to place items on the agenda by
individual faculty, department chairs, academic administrators, or students.
Appropriateness of items brought forward from outside the Committee or Senate Executive
Committee will be determined by the Committee. A regular meeting time will be established by the
Committee, and members will be expected to organize their schedules such that this time will
be available. Meetings will be open, and the agenda for meetings at which policy issues will
be discussed and/or acted on will be circulated no less than one week prior to the meeting.
6.
The Committee will be responsible for all general university academic policy. Academic policy is
defined as: a statement or statements of principles designed to influence or determine decisions and
actions of the University relative to fulfilling the instructional components of its mission.
Academic policy should be interpreted broadly rather than narrowly. It may encompass not
only issues of entrance and graduation requirements but also withdrawals, incompletes and other
matters of general academic policy. It may include, but not be limited to, assessment, placement, and
remediation policy; credit transfer and inter-institution articulation policy; teaching loads and
scheduling policy; and physical facilities planning, management, and allocation to the extent they
affect the academic program.
Academic policy is to be distinguished from curricular policy which applies only to specific
programs and courses of instruction within the larger university setting. Academic policy is not
ordinarily concerned with specific courses and program offerings unless they affect the institutional
program as a whole.
General university policy establishes, inter alia, the minimum academic requirements for
admission to, remaining within, graduation from, and conferring appellations by the university.
Within this falls both undergraduate and graduate policy. Departments and the Graduate Council,
however, establish the conditions for entering and completing their respective programs. Each may
establish its own entrance and graduation requirements, though none may establish requirements less
stringent than the general university policy.
7.
Generally speaking, academic procedures do not fall within the purview ofthe Committee. Academic
Procedures are defmed as: the formal steps by which policies are implemented and enforced.
Procedures are to be distinguished from policy in that policy pre-exists and authorizes procedures as
means for implementing the policy in question.
The Committee, however, may undertake review and recommend change in procedures in
the event that procedures influence policy in ways inconsistent with the intent of the policy or
otherwise to the detriment of the academic mission of the university.
8.
The Faculty Senate, through the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, is responsible for approving
a 11 courses and program requirements for the undergraduate and graduate curricula upon
recommendation by the departments and Graduate Council respectively. The Academic Affairs
Committee will not ordinarily be involved in such curricular or programmatic review and approval,
though it will coordinate its own recommendations with departments, the Graduate Council, the
General Education Committee, and the academic deans to insure smoothly functioning policy and
procedures.
9.
The new assigrunent of the Committee will require administrative support; however the resources of
the Faculty Senate are not adequate for the task. Administrative support should be provided by the
Provost's office. Additional support, where appropriate, should be provided by the offices of
Academic Services with the approval of the Provost.
10.
The Committee will report to the Faculty Senate, and the Faculty Senate will act on the Committee's
recommendations. All policy actions of the Committee will be subject to Faculty Senate approval.
11.
The charge asked the Committee to establish a compendium of existing academic policies and
procedures and areas in which academic policy and procedures govern. Further, the Committee has
been asked to identify individuals, positions, and bodies which currently make and implement policies
and procedures and to search for gaps in policy and policy making.
The Committee believes that this component of the charge should not be carried out until the
Senate decides whether the Committee's function should be defmed, and if so, the Committee
membership has been established and affirmed.
12.
In addition to the foregoing principles, the Academic Affairs Committee recommends the following
specific actions be taken by the Faculty Senate:
Amend the Faculty Senate Bylaws, as necessary, to:
a.
increase the number of faculty on the committee to eight, two from each of the four schools.
Increase the number of students on the committee to two.
-5-
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4.

ACADEMIC AFFAffiS COMMITTE E, continued
b.
add the positions of the Provost or designee, representative of the academic deans, and the
Chair of Chairs to the membership of the Academic Affairs Committee ex officio (without
vote.)
c.
provide for terms of two years for faculty members of the Academic Affairs Committee with
a limitation of two consecutive terms. Stipulate that students who are able to serve longer
than one year should be considered for the student position.
d.
require that faculty members' terms be staggered such at about one-half of the positions be
filled each year in order to insure continuity.
e.
change the wording of the Faculty Senate Bylaws' description of the Committee's function
to reflect that it is responsible for general academic planning on campus as outlined in this
proposal.
Otherwise, we believe that current Faculty Senate Bylaws and Faculty Code wording is adequate and requires
no further change.
13.
The Faculty Senate Executive Committee should review the effectiveness of this policy after one year.
14.
If the foregoing principles are adopted, we recommend that the Faculty Senate suspend relevant
sections of the Faculty Senate Bylaws for one year to permit rapid implementation of the plan subject
to the requirement that the plan be evaluated at the end of the year.
End of report.

.. ..
"'

Senator McGehee reported that the Academic Affairs Committee reviewed the Faculty Senate's
Bylaws and concluded that only one change would be necessary to implement the reorganization plan for its
one-year trial period: suspend the Bylaws to allow two students, rather than one, to serve on the Academic
Affairs Committee. Senators questioned why so many administrators would be asked to serve on the
Committee. Senator McGehee replied that administrators generally have more complete and current
information concerning internal and external policies and legislation, and administrators would be the
individuals expected to implement the policies recommended by the Committee. He pointed out that the
administrative Committee members would be non-voting. Senator Dan Ramsdell commented that, in his
experience, the presence of administrators in faculty groups has an "inhibiting influence" on some faculty
members. President Nelson complimented the Academic Affairs Committee on its reorganization proposal and
offered his support.
Senator Barry Donahue asked why "Department Chairs of the Schools in question should
be requested to submit nominations from among their respective faculties." Senator McGehee responded that
Department Chairs are presumed to be more knowledgeable about the experience and qualifications of their
peers and colleagues for service on this Committee than are the members of the Senate Executive Committee.
Vote was held on MOTION NO. 3021; motion passed.
"MOTION NO. 3022 Charles McGehee moved suspension of Faculty Senate Bylaws section IV.B.1. (Senate
Standing Committees/Membership), as follows, for one year only in order to allow two students to serve on the
reorganized Academic Affairs Committee during its trial service period: "... in addition to the five (5) or more
faculty members of the Senate Academic Affairs Committee and the Senate Curriculum Committee, one (l)
voting, full-time student members shall be appointed to each of these committees by the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee from among the student body." Motion passed.
S.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
"MOTION NO. 3033 Don Cocheba moved that the legislated salary increase scheduled to become effective
July 1, 1995, will be used to adjust C.W.O.'s current faculty salary scale upward by the entire four percent (4%)
specified by the Legislature.
Budget Committee Chair Cocheba reported that a legislated faculty salary increase would ordinarily
be awarded in descending order of priority (per Faculty Code section 8.40), as follows: 1) promotions in rank,
2) scale adjustment (defined as a specific sum or percentage which corresponds to the increase in the cost of
living since the last adjustment), 3) merit increases (given in any step amount to faculty members to reward
them for outstanding service to the university). Dr. Cocheba explained that the Senate Budget and Executive
Committees did not make a recommendation for merit awards because the cost of living has increased an
estimated 8-12% since the last faculty salary adjustment, and the legislature's late approval of the biennial
budget precludes the establishment of a workable merit list by July 1, 1995.
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5.

BUDGET COMMITIEE. continued
Dr. Cocheba added that the bill approved by the legislature [H-3281.2/95 (2nd draft, page 103)) states
that: "... Each institution of higher education shall provide to instructional and research faculty, exempt
professional staff, academic administrators, academic librarians, counselors, teaching and research assistants
as classified by the office of financial management and all other nonclassified staff, including those employees
under RCW 28B.l6.015, an average salary increaseof4.0percentonJuly 1, 1995 ... " Although classified staff
will each be legislated a 4% increase, the wording of this part of the bill allows some flexibility in
apportionment of the increase to faculty and others.
Discussion centered around whether or not merit awards should be considered during the coming
biennium. Chair Nesselroad pointed out that Faculty Code section 8.40 states that "normally up to twenty (20)
percent of all available funds may be designated by the Board of Trustees in any year for merit increases; the
Faculty Senate may consent to the expenditure of more than twenty (20) percent for merit." He reminded the
Senate of the new criteria-based "Faculty Salary Adjustment" (e.g., merit) proposal approved by the Senate May
18, 1994, and reported that the new Level 1 and Level 2 performance-based guidelines are not completely in
position for merit to be awarded during Fall quarter 1995. The legal implications of holding aside some
funding for merit awards later in the year are unclear. Chair Nesselroad recommended that the Senate move
strongly toward implementation of a merit list early next year. He reassured faculty that money was set aside
during the recent internal budgeting process to fully fund all promotions.
Chair Nesselroad reported that substantial "salary savings" should be realized during the upcoming
biennium due to the retirement of many senior faculty members. Although these funds cannot be applied to
faculty "salary scale adjustment," they may be applied to "salary adjustment" (e.g., merit). President Nelson
protested that "salary savings" are customarily used in the operating budget to fund travel, goods and services
and part-time employees, and these funds should not be seen as a potential pool of merit award monies. The
President added that the current political climate concerning higher education is that faculty are being paid
sufficiently and should concentrate on increasing student contact hours. He stated that the current salary
increase is being funded through this biennium's 2.4% budget cut as well as increased student tuition rates, and
state employees may be required in the future to pay for some of their health care benefits as well.
MOTION NO. 3033 passed unanimously [to be submitted to Board of Trustees June 9, 1995].

6.

CODE COMMITTEE
*MOTION NO. 3034 Beverly Heckart moved approval of change to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy
and Procedure, as follows:
I. ISSUE OF DRUG & ALCOHOL AND EMPLOYMENT POUCIES

2.30

General Responsibilities of Faculty
...Faculty members shall familiarize themselves with the sections of the Central Washington University Polices
Manual that relate to their duties, including the Policy on Sexual Harassment (2-2.2.12), Family Members
Employment Policy (2-2.19). Policy on Gender Equity (2-2 .2.13), the Clearance for Protection of Human
Subjects (2-2.6), the Code of Ethics, Use of Animals in Research and Teaching (2-2.37), and Use of State
Property (2-2.38), a~d the Drug and Alcohol Policy (2-2.13). [BT Motion 94-27, 6/10/94]

RATIONALE: These references have been inserted at the request of the administrators of the Drug and Alcohol Policy
and, in the case of the Family Members Employment Policy, to meet some of the concerns recently expressed by the
Senate regarding the need for a Code of Ethics for faculty members.
1/. ISSUE OF APPOINTMENTS

)

APPOINTMENTS-- ACADEMIC RANK AND DESIGNATIONS
Kinds of Apoointm.ents [BT Motion 6023, 9/29/86] [BT Motion 6330, 6115/90]
4.50
A.
All academic appointments shall be of the following kinds:
! .probationary, tenure-track appointments, including shared appointments;
2.appointments with tenure, including shared appointments;
3.administrative appointments;
4.reRewaele &f.lfl'BHtHHeRte wil:hetll te£1\tfe; full-time non-tenure-track appointments (lecturers
and ranked positions);
5.part-time non-tenure-track appointments CA!!.djunct appointments for tinstruction, research
or clinical practice; clearly and specifically limited to specif!.c courses, projects or service
-7-
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6.

CODE COMMJTTEE. continued

B.
C.

NEW

4.52

and limited in time us well as rcmlmeration by the duration of the specific assignment);
6.Special appointments (clearly and specifically limited to a brief ussociution of one (I) ycur
or less with the university, e.g., visiting ~ professors and lecturers. emergency
appointments, reappointments of retired faculty members on special conditions, advisors or
counsellors, etc.),;, [BT Motion 92-57, 6112/92]
7 .Appointments to Endowed Chairs.
·: .
Coaches and Athletic Directors
Those who hold probationary tenure-track appointments are automatically entitled .to a-HeW
&eft\faet reappointment if they are not notified of nomenewal according to the notice
requirements of this code. [BT Motion 6156, 6/17/88] [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]

Shared Appointments

A shared appointment is one in which two persons share the responsibility for performing the duties
of one full-time, tenure-track or tenured position that would nomJAlly be tilled by one indi.vidual.
Such shared appointment may be between any two people who contractually ag,ree to share the single
faculty position. The contracts of such appointments shall clearly specify the responsibilities. riwts
and benefits exercised and enjoyed by each party to the appointment.
A.
Shared appointments shall be made within single departments. By definition, such
appointments shall not be divided between or among departments.
Shared appointments shall be for one (I) full-time position.
B.
l .Each party to the shared appointment shall be fully qualified for the responsibilities of the
single full-time position.
2.In order to assure that each party to the shared appointment is eligible for full employment
benefits. each appointee shaH be responsible for one-half (l/2) .of the normal load according
to Scctic:m 7.20'oflliis Faculty Code. including teaching. advising and committee work.
3 . In university and departmental elections. each party to a shared appointment shall huvc
one-half (1/2) of a single vote.
C.
Each party to a shared appointment shall be evaluated individually for the purposes of
assigning rank, of reappointment and the award of tenure. m:erit and promotion. Each
individual will be evaluated according to the criteria and procedures listed in the appropriate
sections of this Faculty Code as well as any additional criteria devised by departments
according to such sections. Parties to the shared appointment shall not evaluate each other.
D.
In the event that one party to a shared appointment terminates .or is terminated from the
position, the remaining appointee shall have the option of continuing that position as a single,
full-time faculty member. Failure of the remaining appointee to contract for the full position
will be understood to terminate the appointment.
(Shared appointments shall not be confused with: 1) joint appointments in which the letter
of appointment recognizes the appointees' expertise in two or more disciplines and divides
the rights and responsibilities of the faculty member permanently among two or more
departments (e.g., Professor of Biology and Geography; Professor of History and
Economics); or 2) joint assignments in which a fac1,1lty member with a permanent
appointment in one department divides responsibilities among two or more departments (e.g.,
Professor of Chemistry teaching courses in chemistry and mathematics).)
14.30

Department Chairs - Selection
A.
Each department holds an election to select its chair at a meeting presided over by the
appropriate dean. Only full-time faculty members in a department shall be eligible to vote
in this election. except that individuals sharing an appointment shall vote only according lo
the provisions of Section 4.52 of this Faculty Codf!<.
Academic Rank - Exceptions
[text remains the same as current Section 4.65]
R9fle~Ara~le CeH~et

Aflf:leiAtmeAte Non-Tenure-Track appointments [BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85] [BT

Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
Non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers, eeaelies, a!:hlet;ie aiFeeters or adjuncts may be
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appointed by the Bourd of Trustees upon rccommendution of an acudemic department, the uppropriutc
academic administrutors und the president when, in the judgment of the department, such
appointments are desirable to help the department meet teaching loads. [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/921
A

Full-time Non-Tenure-Track Ranked Positions and Lecturer • Rights, Privileges, and
Limitations
Except as otherwise provided in the Faculty Code, leet-ufere full -time non-tenure-track
appointees shall have the following rights and privileges, and are subject to the following
limitations:
I.
Individuals appointed to the position of assistant professor, associate professor or
professor on a reBewalde · non-tenure-track eeawaet appointment have academic
rank. Individuals appointed to the position of lecturei', eeaeh er al:bJe~e Elifeeter do
not hold academic mnk. [BT Motion 92-57, 6112/92]
2.

Non-tenure-track mnked positions, and lecturers, eeaeaee aae atfi:lelie e:i:reetere are
normally appointed for a term of service not to exceed one year at a time, and may
be sJ.lbsequently reappointed for an additional term or terms of service, BRa ffi8)' ee
RJ9fil9tste8 te eilher full er paft &me tleeitieee. Wrillen notice by the president or his
designee shall S><"ef)' eg'eft •H-ill ~e CRase le notify individuals in such full-time
positions in writing three months prior to expiration of the contract of intent lo
renew the contract. (See also section 5.50) [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]

3.

The appointment of full-time non-tenure-track ranked positions, eeael:lee, alhlel:fe
eireelere and lecturers is made by the Board of Trustees upon recommendation of
the department involved and approval by the appropriate dean, the provost/vice
president for academic affairs, and the president. [BT Motion 92-57, 6112/92]
A Full-time non-tenure-track mnked position.§.. eeaeh, al:bJel:fe ei:reeter er and
lecturers are i& not eligible for promotion, professional leave, tenure, and other
similar benefits. However, e leetw'er individuals holding such appointments may
at any time be given a tenure-track er Rea teaYre traeiE reaewaele appointment with
academic rank subject to the qualifications specified in section 4.30 of the Faculty
Code and, with such appointment, upon recommendation of the department and
approval by the appropriate dean, the provost/vice president for academic affairs
and the president, may be given the right by the trustees to apply the length of time
served towards promotion, tenure, and professional leave or other similar benefits
where applicable.
In appropriate cases unusual titles may be utilized with the lecturer classification,
such as Senior Lecturer, unless restricted by this code.
All holders of full-time non-tenure-track HBB'/Jaele eeaQ'eeta appointments have
rights and privileges of faculty as stipulated in Section 2.20, unless otherwise
restricted by this code. Their teaching and non-teaching loads are governed by the
formulas contained in section 7.20 of the Faculty Code. Assi!1J1J!lent of teaching
load should take into account that non-tenure-track appointees are ordinarily not
expected to advise students. beyond holding regular office hours. or to serve on
committees at any level. They may serve on e8fftffl:iUeea witftettt FestrietteA ~ttt
may 981'\'9 es the Faculty Senate only after ~ six years of continuous
employment.
ReAewe~le eeAH'ttet Full-time non-tenure-track appointments bearing the same
academic rank titles as tenure-track appointments must meet the minimwn
qualifications required of tenure-trac\<. appointments of the same title as provided
for in section 4.30 of this Code. If a person with a Fe&eweele eealfae~ full-time
non-tenure-track appoinunent is transferred to a tenure track appointment, the rank
of the tenure-track appointment, if Ftlftltee, may differ from the Fertewalde eeAifaet
non-tenure-track mnk subject to the limitations of section 4.30, and is to be
determined upon recommendation by the department, with the approval of the
appropriate dean and the provost\vice-president for academic affairs and the
president.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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CODE COMMITTEE, continued
B.
Port-time Non-Tcnu(c-Truck (Adjunotl Aopointmcnls
Paft Tia1e AtmeiA~eat9
~
A part-time appointment is one which clearly limits the contract duties of the individual with
the university to less than a normal full-time assigrunent for the contract period. Part-time
appointments are not in any way applicable to the computation of time of employment for
tenure purposes.
B:Part-time appointments are for specific assigrunents with payment set accordingly. Payment
is for the classes or credits taught or for the specific assigrunent according to Section 8.44.
Part-time faculty who teach are not expected to assume the 20 percent non-teaching
responsibility or be paid for it.
I.
In order to meet the needs of the university. ~cademically qualified individuals
wlle !JlQr ee aeeeleEI 1e eeeiet with instructional, clinical or research duties
flFBgt=ame, eeffteliHles with RemiMI er Re ebifleREI, may be appointed, sometimes
with nominal or no stipend, by the Board of Trustees as adjunct faculty members
with appropriate designation or academic title (i.e., lecturer, assistant professor,
associate professor or professor, etc.) and the appropriate parenthetic descriptions
(Instruction, Clinical, Research). ~ Ranked appointments are .t& subject to the
criteria for academic~ ranks set forth in section 4.30 of the Faculty Code and
to the recommendation of a department or program, the appropriate dean, the
provost\vice president for academic affairs, and the president.
b.
Each adjunct appointment shall be for a specified task, project or service limited in
time to the duration of the specific assigrunent and may be renewed. These
appointments should be directly related to the academic mission of the university
and are not to be used as honorary titles nor to accommodate the interests of
professional persons from outside the university. Such appointments are not
intended to replace regular full-time or part-time faculty members. Adjuncts are not
eligible for fftftlt; tenur(); or faculty privileges, except as given in Section 4.74B.3.
[BT Motion 92-57, 6/1.2/92]
L
Adjuncts may be appointed to serve in the following ways:
a.Adjunct (Instruction) may be appointed to provide field supervlSlon,. tttt4
consultation, and/or instruction ~ where no regular instructional employee is
available,. er- possesses the necessary expertise,. or as emergency situations require.
b.Adjunct (Research) may be appointed to direct or engage in research under a
grant from an outside agency and may receive a stipend from the university under
the conditions of the grant.
c.Adjunct (Clinical) may be appointed, if properly certified and in active clinical
practice in the medical, dental or veterinary fields, in various academic programs
where such expertise is needed.
~d.:.
While appointments covered in this section (4.74B) may carry nominal or no salary
stipend and service does not apply toward tenure or promotion, the appointments
do carry the following privileges:
a.Use of available university facilities, including library, as required for the
adjunct's assignment.

*

8.l4aeYI~ Fates at atfiletie ei\Q ether evea~ .
e.. b.Employee benefits *-aft& as stipulated ia ~e iftai,,'iEI~el aeljHaet'e eeRIIael~el
agt:eefftent wi~ the tmiversity by the laws of the state of Washington and university

regulations governing benefits for pa.rt-time appointees.
Special Appointments
.1. The Beard ef TFI28teee university may authorize full or part-time special
appointments, clearly and specifically limited to a brief association of one (l) year
or less with the university, e.g., visiting~ professors or lecturers. emergency
appointments, reappointments or retired faculty members on special conditions,
advisors or counsellors, etc. These shall be appointments specifYing a starting date
and an expiration date. Service in such positions does not count toward tenure.
Recommendations for such appointments are processed through departments and
the appropriate academic administrators. [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92)

~
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B-:- b.
S pccial appointments do not carry the right of renewal. Each such uppointmcnt
contract shall specify a starting date and an expiration date. Such contructs do not
carry implied or contractual understandings Which provide entitlement to further
employment. [BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85] [BT Motion 92-57, 6112/92]

G.. b.

NEW
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4.65

Faculty who have special appointments are not eligible for merit or promotion. The
appointee's salary level shall be set at each appointment after consultation with the
department or program to which the appointment is made. [BT Motion 6023,
9/29/86] [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90]

Appointments to Endowed Chairs
In order to attract truly outstanding faculty, Central Washington University encourages the
establishment of endowed chairs supported by designated funds deposited with the Central
Washington University Foundation or another agent approved by the Board of Trustees.
Appointments to endowed chairs shall not be made until funding for the position is available. Income
from the endowment may be used to fund the salaries and support costs for professors occupying
endowed chairs.

It is desirable to allow endowment funds to accumulate to a level where their inc0me can support the
salaries of faculty occupying endowed chairs independently of the university's normal operating
budget. In years when an endowed chair remains vacant, the income shall be reinvested in the
endowment.. If it is necessary for the normal operating budget to supplement endowment income to
pay the salary and other expenditures of the endowed professor. such supplement shall be paid from
salary monies that would normally be budgeted to the department or college where the endowment
resides.
A.
Individuals appointed to endowed chairs shall be recognized nationally for their contributions
to teachings, research, or scholarship and shall be expected to continue to make such
nationally recognized contributions after their appointments.
Individuals appointed to endowed chairs shall be designated as (Name of endowment)
Professor.
l.:.
E ndowed chairs may be departmental. college-wide or university-wide. They may
also rotate among departments and colleges.
Recommendations for appointments to endowed chairs shall be made by
departmental faculty in the case of a departmental endowment or by faculty
committees in the case·of college and university-wide endowments.
b.
Appointments to endowed chairs shall be reviewed by a faculty committee of at
least three tenured faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee. The faculty review corrunittee shall recommend action for or against
the appointment to the provost/vice president for academic affairs .
.!.
Appointments to endowed chairs shall be approved by the appropriate dean. the
provost/vice president for academic affairs. the president and the Board of Trustees.
~
Donors to the endowment shall not participate in the selection process.
C.

Appointments to endowed chairs shall be limited to a definite term of not more than four (4)
years at a time. Such appointments may be renewed according to the procedures outlined
in Section 4.65.B.2-4 of this Faculty Code. Arrangements for faculty responsibilities and
salary shall be negotiated upon appointment. Appointees may be expected to report formally
to the campus community about the results of ongoing research and service through lectures,
symposia. colloquia or other activities.

Coaches. Athletic Director - Rights, Privileges, Limitations
Except as otherwise provided in this code, coaches and athletic directors have the following rights and
privileges, and are subject to the following limitations:
A.
Individuals appointed to the position of coach or athletic director may be granted the
academic rank for which they qualify according to Section 4.30. If, however, a coach or
athletic director is granted academic rank, subsequent salary adjustments are governed by
the conditions of the approved faculty salary schedule in regard to rank and salary: However,
such individuals shall not be granted tenure as coaches.
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B.

A coach or athletic director is appointed for a term of service ae epeeiaea ifl lhe Iauer ef
~e eeaeftiflg er 8tftlel:ie Elireeter f.l BBlt:iea, not to exceed one yen:r nl n Hme nnd
may be subsequently reappointed for an additional term or terms of service. ~ Such
individuals may be appointed to either full- or part-time positions.
A coach or athletic director shall have all rights, privileges, responsibilities, and obligations
as provided for in this code for faculty as defmed in Section 2.10 unless otherwise restricted
by the provisions of this code.
Written notice by the president or his designee not to renew any coaching or athletic director
appointment shall be given no later than three months prior to the expiration of the
appointment.

appeinlffi:e.Rl le

C.

D.

4.70

Transcripts [text remains the same as current Section 4.70]

4.85

Terms of Appointments [text remains the same as current Section 4.85 EXCEPT for proposed
housekeeping change in Section 4.85.E.]

4.90

Appointment - Written Statement- Time [text remains the same as current Section 4.90]

RATIONALE: Minor suggested alterations, in old sections 4.50, new sections 4.60 and 4.67, entail reorganizations of
this section in order to create a more logical arrangement in the code, the elimination of inconsistencies, and the creation
of new titles to conform better with the legal and practical situation. In these sections, only two major changes of
substance have been recommended: the requirement that non-tenure-track lecturers serve six years at the university
before being elected to the Faculty Senate and that they not be appointed to committees.
As for New Seotion 4.52 -- Shared Appointments , last year's Faculty Senate Personnel Committee
recommended the creation of such a section in order to provide guidelines for departments with vacant positions that
couples might want to share.
As for New Section 4.65 -- Appointrrumt to Endowed Chairs, the Code Committee has rewritten this section
several times in order to take into account the desires of both the administration and the interests of the regular faculty.
Above all, the policy encourages the various constituencies of the university to appoint individuals to endowed chairs
that will increase the prestige of the university and provide inspiration and intellectual stimulation to the academic
community as a whole.
Recognizing that appointees to endowed chairs may receive salaries and support monies above the faculty
average, the Code Committee has tried to ensure that only renowned individuals be appointed for a limited term of not
more than four years. It has also tried to ensure some faculty monitoring of the appointments through the institution of
a faculty review committee. Given the fact that income from endowments can fluctuate over time, these caveats are
intended to allay the concerns on the part of many faculty that endowed professorships would jeopardize vital staffing
of programs at times of shrinking budgets and personnel reductions.

III. ISSUE OF TENURE/PROMOTION

5.10

5.25

REAPPOINTMENTS, TENURE, NONREAPPOINTMENT OF FACULTY
Reappointments- Procedures
Final recommendations concerning the reappointment of any faculty member shall be submitted to the president
of the university by the provost/vice president for academic affairs. In order to make recommendations to the
provost and deans and to promote consistency. departments shall devise written criteria and procedures for
evaluating probationary faculty for reappointment These criteria and procMures shall be consistent with those
used to evaluate probationary faculty for the award of tenure according to Sections 5.10 and 5.25.F. of this
Faculty Code. Each school dean advises the provost/vice president for academic affairs, following a procedure
which utilizes recommendations or information from four possible sources, as follows: ...
Tenure - Defined
B.
Faculty members who are appointed to the academic rank of Assistant Professor or higher may be
granted tenure effective the beginning of the academic year following a six (6) year period of full-time
employment with the university, the decision to be made in the sixth year [BT Motion 6330, 6115/90].
E-x tensions may be considered for such reasons il.s major illness or other situations which require a
faculty member's extended absence from full-time service;
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C.
A faculty member may, when circumstances make it justifiable, be granted tenure by the Board of
Trustees, effective at a specified time prior to the expiration of u six (6) year probationary period with
the universitr.:_ As a general rule, faculty members appointed to the academic rank of' Assistunl
Professor or higher who. at the time of appointment. hove completed three (3) yenrs of full-time
service at the rank of instructor or higher at other institutions of higher learning. or three (3) years fulltime service in other appropriate work. shall serve a probationary period of four (4) years. such
provision to be made in the faculty member's original letter of appointment. fif\6. Extensions may be
considered for such reasons as major illness or other situations which require a faculty member's
extended absence from full-time service. Faculty members occasionally may be granted tenure at the
time of original appointment; such appointment shall ordinarily be upon recommendation of the
appropriate academic department and administrators;
F.
Each year department chairs shall meet with every probationary faculty member individually before
recommendations for reappointments are submitted to the dean. In this meeting the chair will review
the probationers' records and the evaluations of the probationers' performance submitted by the tenured
faculty of the department. DetJaft:&leate are aaee\lfagae te Eie\ciBe EJHeei ieFmal a\•ell:!et:i\·e flF9aaEil:!fea
te J!lfemete aeReiatesey. In order to promote consistency. departments shall devise written criteria and
procedures for evaluating probationary faculty for the award of tenure. (See Section 5.10 for the
annual responsibilities of departmental faculty for evaluating probationers.) [BT Motion 6156,
6/17/88]

5.30

Tenure- Procedure for Granting
At the time tenure decisions are to be considered (normally in spring quarter) each dean or academic section
director shall submit tenure recommendations to the provost/vice president for academic affairs. Such
recommendations shall be based on written data from a combination of sources as follows: [BT Motion 93-19,
6/11/93]
A.
Each faculty member with tenure in the candidate's department or academic section may submit a
written statement of recommendation;
Each school may establish a Personnel Committee to act in an advisory capacity to the dean.
Members of the Personnel Committee shall not advise on the tenure of probationers from their own
departments. Altemate.s shaH be appointed at the same time as regular members to such Personnel
Committees in order to substitute for regular members as needed.
The faculty member under consideration may submit data in support his/her candidacy;
The provisions in Section 8.85, may be applied if necessary for those faculty members who are in
programs or on special assignments outside of departments.

of

8.66

J

Professional Improvement - Criteria
B.
Using the general guidelines provided in Section 8.66.A. departments shall develop detailed criteria
applicable to their disciplines for evaluating faculty for the award of promotion and merit. These
criteria shall be consistent with those used to evaluate faculty for reappointment and tenure.
B.C.
A faculty member considered for professional improvement" may be requested to supply evidence for
each of the above criteria.
G.D.
It is recognized that such evaluations, particularly of teaching effectiveness, are difficult to make.
Nevertheless, the president of the university, the provost/vice president for academic affairs, deans,
department chairs and promotion committees should demand reasonable evidence of effective teaching
performance. The faculty member's performance should give evidence of the ability to lead students
of varying capacities into a growing understanding of the tools and materials of the faculty member's
profession. The faculty member's instructional materials, methods of presentation, and evaluation of
students should reveal a continuing process of self-criticism and experimentation.
A commitment to students is vital. Faculty members should be able to show their interest in guiding
students by. among other activities. providing informed academic advising in the major programs
offered by their departments as well as in General Education as an integral part of any academic
program. [BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85]
Years of service must be considered but are not in and of themselves sufficient grounds for promotion
or merit. [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90]
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Promotion in Rank- Schedule and Procedure
C.
Promotions in Rank - Procedure
1.
Promotion in rank will be made according to the criteria listed in this code, except lhut
faculty members normally will not become eligible for promotion until three yeurs oficr
appointment to their current mnks.
Primary responsibility for recommendations for
promotion rests with the schools. colleges. library and appropriute deans. RAe ~mile Rat
at;taeaae te ·eae efthe seflaa·la BYila as the liaFBfY.
4.
The dean will receive the statements of the candidates, the recommendations from individual
tenured and tenure-track faculty members, the departmental Personnel Committee
recommendations, and the recommendations of the department chair.
The dean will meet with each department chair and the Personnel Committee chair (or other
designated representative) to review each candidate for promotion. Each school ~may
establish a Personnel Committee to act in an advisory capacity to the school dean~
~- Members of such Personnel Committees shall not advise on the promotion of
faculty members from fueir own departments. Alternates shall be appointed at the same time
as regular members to such Per:mnnel Cemmittees in order to substitute for regular members
as needed.
The school dean will prepare priority lists, by rank, of faculty members within the school or
unit who are recommended for promotion. After the list has been prepared, the dean will
review the list with each department chair and the representative. The final priority list
prepared by the dean will show only one name for each priority position. The dean will
notifY each eligible faculty member in writing indicating the person's priority ranking und
whether or not he/she is being recommended for promotion. 'This information shall remain
in the personnel files only upon the written consent of the faculty member. [BT Motion 9427, 6/10/94]

RATIONALE: Most of the changes suggested in this section reflect the proposals (not already codified) made to the
Senate recently by the Personnel Committee. Those items of the Personnel Committee's report not included here can
be codified in the future.

IV. ISSUE OF FINANCIAL EXIGENCY/REDUCTION IN FORCE
6.25

D.

11.30

Financial Exigency - Procedures
B.
During a period of financial exigency. the university will make every effort , consistent with federlll
and state laws regarding fair employment practices, to ensure that the university's affirmative action
programs are,not impaired by the ooeration of this layoff policy.

Division of departments or programs into units must be demonstrably programmatic. For the oumoses
of this section, a program is usually a course of study leading to a degree in which requirements are
combined in such a way as to distinguished the course of study clearly from any other one.
)'

&C.
~.

f*E.
&F.
~.

GJ:I.

[text remains the same as in 11.30.B.]
[text remains the same as in 11.30.C.]
[text remains the same as in 11.30.0.]
[text remains the same as in 11.30.E.]
[text remains the same as in 11.30F.]
Order of Layoff
1.
In order to accommodate the need for reduction in numbers of faculty employed, and at the
same time protect the programmatic integrity of the university, units will be established,
Procedures governing the
where appropriate within departments and/or programs.
development of units shall be as follows:
a.
The dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs, program directors,
and faculty within each department, will establish a list of units for those areas
reporting to him or her, listing by name and in order of seniority as defmed in
Section 11.30G.2., the faculty member(s) in each unit. Unit designations must be
demonstrably programmatic. ·For the purposes of this section, a program is usually
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a course of study leading to a degree in which requirements an~ combined in such
a way os to distinguish the course of study clearly from any other one. [BT Motion
5932, 9/20/85]
[text remains the same in remainder of this section 11.30.H.]

RATIONALE: The Code Committee is proposing the change to 6.25.0. and to 11.30.H.l.a. (formerly 11.30.G.l.a.)
because of difficulties experienced by the Senate Executive Committee and the provost the last time the unit seniority
lists were devised in conformity with the Faculty Code. Some guidelines are needed to protect less diversified
departments from experiencing unfair pressure from the more diversified departments' constructing unit lists that insulate
them from reduction in force.
The suggested
The Code Committee is proposing the change to Section 11.30.B. at the request of the president.
insertion has been borrowed from the University of Wisconsin system; the Evergreen State College has adopted a similar
provision.

V. HOUSEKEEPING

4.85

E.

Nothing in this Section (4.85) shall preclude the university from offering employment to tt faculty
member! during tt period! when he they normally would not have been under contract, nor of
contracting with the faculty member for part-time service or service ofless than three (3) quarters each
·
academic year.

Correct typographical error: Section 5.45.F. [second 5.45.F. becomes 5.45.G.].

Contingent on approval of (above) numbering change of Section 4.74 to 4.60, change new Sections 4.60.B.2. and
4.60.B.4. as follows:
4.60.B.2.
. . . Adjuncts are not eligible for tenure or faculty privileges, except as given in Section 4.60B.3
4.74.B.3 ...
4.60.B.4.
While appointments covered in this section (4.60B.) (4.74B~ may carry...
--------------------------~--------

Delete all references to "sections" and "units" in sections 5.00 (Reappointment, Tenure, Nonreappointment of Faculty)
and 8.00 (Salary, Merit, Promotion). The following Sections are affected: 5.10.A., 5.10.B., 5.10.C., 5.15.A., 5.30,
5.30.A., 5.30.B., 5.30.C., 5.40. A., 5.40.B., 5.45.D., 5.45.E., 8.70.C.4., 8.70.C.5., 8.75.B.3., and 8.85.

***• *
Code Committee Chair Heckart reported that, in making these proposals, the Code Committee held
public hearings, received and considered written responses, consulted with the deans and the Senate Personnel
Committee, held two discussions with the President and the Provost's designee, and consulted with the Assistant
Attorney General.
Considemble discussion ensued concerning the designation of "temporary" faculty. Several Senators
and visitors expressed a strong preference for use of the terminology "non-tenure-track" in place of
"temporary." Dr. Heckart stated that it was the Code Committee's intention in using "temporary" to make a
statement concerning the potential exploitation of non-tenure-track faculty. She stated that the Code
Committee did not intend to deny the human potential or value of "temporary" faculty members, but the
university is approaching a rate of 15% "temporary" faculty members, and these individuals are at risk of being
under-compensated for the services they are expected to perform. Senators commented that treatment of
"temporary" faculty seems to be inconsistent across departments, with some "temporary" faculty being assigned
advising and committee responsibilities. Dr. Heckart stated that, in the event of fmancial crisis, "temporary"
faculty would be the first faculty members laid off. The Code Committee accepted as a friendly amendment
the revision of all references from "temporary" faculty to "non-tenure-track" faculty; such revisions are
automatically noted in the text of MOTION NO. 3034 above.
MOTION NO. 3034 passed (1 no, 1 abstention) [to be submitted to the Board of Trustees June 9, 1995]
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Dr. Heckart read the following statement concerning the Ethics Luw into the record: "The Code
Committee bus withdrawn all proposed change to the Code pertaining to the new Ethics Law passed by the
legislature in 1994, specifically section 7.30, for llie following reasons:
I)
The university's president has requested Assistant Attorney General Kulik to review all university
policies potentially aiTected by the Elliics Law. Ms. Kulik will not begin lliat review until the summer
of 1995 and does not expect to complete it until fall 1995. Her review may result in the necessity for
changes to the Faculty Code unanticipated by the Code Committee. The Code Committee therefore
decided not to burden the Faculty Senate with a debate and a vote which may have to be duplicated
in the future.
2)
Ms. Kulik advises that the issue of honoraria, that causes most concern among the faculty, is not a
major problem at this time. Until the Attorney General's office creates definite guidelines concerning
the acceptance of honoraria, she advises that department chairs or an appropriate administrator sign
approvals for the receipt of honoraria by faculty members either before or after payment. She further
advises that faculty members, when performing any outside work, be extremely careful to avoid a
conflict of interest."

7.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
No report

8.

PERSONNELCOMMITTEE
No report

9.

PUB.LIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
No report

OLD BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS
None
ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: October 11,1995
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10p.m., Wednesday, May 31, 1995
SUB 204-205
I.
II.
III.
IV.

ROLLCALL
CHANGES TO AGENDA
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: April 26, 1995 [May 17, 1995 not yet distributed}
COMMUNICATIONS

v.

REPORTS
1.

CHAIR
-MOTION: 1995-96 Faculty Senate Standing Committee membership [attached]
-MOTION: 1996-97 and 1997-98 Quarterly Calendars [attached]

2.

PRESIDENT

3.

AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF
ADMINISTRATORS [Allen Gulezian, Chair]
-Numerical Report to be distributed at meeting

4.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE (Charles McGehee, Chair)
-MOTION: Academic Affairs Committee reorganization [attached]

5.

BUDGET COMMITTEE (Don Cocheba, Chair)
-MOTION(S): Distribution of Faculty Salary Increase [attached]

6.

CODE COMMITTEE (Beverly Heckart, Chair)
-MOTION(S): Proposed Faculty Code Changes [attached]

7.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE (Clara Baker, Chair)

8.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE (Rex Wirth, Chair)

9.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE (Bobby Cummings, Chair)

{
'

OLD BUSINESS
VI.
VII. NEW BUSINESS
VIII. ADJOURNMENT

*** NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: October 11, 1995 ***
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1995-96 FACUL'IY SENATE STANDING COMMITI'EES
Phone:

Email:

BuainC88 Administration (7485)
Engli&h (7558)
Geology (7418)
Math (7424)
Psychology (7575)
Music (7458)

3-3071
3-3432
3-2827
3-2834
3-3688
3-1316

SPALLH
CUMMINGS

Education
Computer Science (7520)
Sociology (7545)
Music (7458)

3-1475
3-1435
3-2005
3-1226

DONAHOES
GELLENBE
CHASM
SNEDEKER

SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Carol Butterfield
Barney Erickson
Wayne Klemin

Education (7409)
Math (7424)
BEAM(7488)

3-1480
3-2833
3-1255

ERICKSON

SENATE CODE COMMITTEE
Ethan Bergman
Mncrva Caples
+ Katarin Jurich
David Majstcrek
OwenPratz

Home Economics (7 565)
Education (7 409)
Sociology (7545)
Education (7409)
Psychology (7575)

3·2366
3-1951
3-2195
3-1473
3-3667

BERGMANE
CAPLESM
JURI CHI<
MAJSTERE
PRATZ

SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITI'EE
Hugh Spall, Chair
Bobby Cummings, Vice Chair
Charles Rubin, Secretary
Ken Gamon, At-Large
Lisa Weyandt,, At-Large
Sidney Nesselroad, Paat Chair
SENATE- ACADE MIC AFFAIRS C OMMITTEE
Slll8ll Donahoe
Edward Gcllenbeck
Charles McGehee
Jeffrey Snedeker
-

CHARLIER
GAMONK
WEYANDlL

II

- - - -- Student

+

S ENAT E CURRICULUM COMMITTEE@ Cl:. .~ 1 aSPS,
Gary Richardson [SBE}
(2 yrs)
(I yr)
Clara Baker [SBE)
Linda Klug (BNSS)
(I yr)
Michael Gleason [BNSS)
(3 yrs)
St.cvc Olson [AH]
(2 yrs)
Wcalcy Van Tassel [AH]
(3 yrs)
Joseph Bonebrake [CEPS)
(2 yn)
Randall Butler [CEPS)
(I yr)
+ Patrick Owens (LIB)
(I yr)

BUTIERFI

KELMINW

a QAii, I b 18, I Sl114~t~ij C2 AH, 2 BNSS, 2 CEPS, 2 SBE, I LfB, I Student)
Business Admin (7485)
AccoWiting (7484)
Anthropology (7544)
Biology (7537)
Englms (7558)
Theatre Arts (7460)
lET (7584)
Aerospace Studies (7568)
Library (7548)

3-3082
3-3530
3-3217
3-1019
3-1536
3-2020
3-3543
3-3420
3-1021

RICHARDG
BAKER
KLUG_L
GLEASONM
OLSONS
VANfASS
BONEBRAK
BUTLERR
OWENSP

AccoWiting (7484)
Education (7409)
Biology (753 7)
Political Science (7578)

3-2031
3-1474
3-2808
3-2353

ADAMSON
BEATHL
CARRJ
WIRTHR

English (7558)
Faculty Legislative Representative
Education (7409)
Math (7424)
Education (7409)
Leisure Services (7572)

3-3432

CUMMINGS

3-2071
3-2834
3-1476
3-1968

CARLSONF
GAMONK
ALAWIYEO
MAGUIRE?

3-2834
206-762-4922
3-2071
3-1803)

GAMONK

- - - - - - Student
SENATE PERSONNEL COMMITI'EE
Karen Adamson
Linda Beath
John Carr
+ Rex Wirth

SENA1'E P UBUC AFFAffiS C OMMfl'TEE
Bobby CUmmingw (CHAIR)
Frank Carlson (Member ofCFR)
Ken Gamon (Member ofCFR)
Osman Alawiye
Patricia Maguire

CO UNCIL O F FACUI.TY REPRESENTA'fTVES CCFR>
•

Ken Gamon, Math (7424)
(I yr)
Jim Alexander, Anthropology (SeaTac Center)
(3 yrs)
Frank Carlson, Education (7409)-replaces Scott Lewis, I year only
[Scott Lewis, Math (7424) - on leave 1995-96
(2 yrs)

FAC ULTY LEGISLATIVE REPRESENT ATIVE CFLR)

• Senator, + Alternate
Student Alternate: ASCWU/BOD President - Brian Dolman

(May 23, 1995; ROSTER.SIST ANDING 95)

#
CARLSONF
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PROPOSED
QUARTERLY CALENDAR

FALL QUARTER

1996-97

1997-98

Date Fall admissions process should be completed
Open Registration
Classes Begin
Change of Class Schedule Period
Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline
Advising Week- Winter Quarter
Veterans Day Holiday
Pre-registration - Winter Quarter
Thanksgiving Recess (begins NOON Wednesday)
Final Exam Week
Deadline to apply for baccalaureate degree for Winter

May I
September 23, 24
September 25
September 25-0ct I
November 6
November 4-8
November 11
November 12-26
November 27-29
December 9-13
December 13

May I
September 22, 23
September 24
September 14-30
November 5
November 3 - 7
November 10
November 11-25
November 26-28
December 8-12
December 12

WINTER QUARTER

1996-97

1997-98

Date Winter admissions process should be completed
Open Registration
Classes Begin
Change of Class Schedule Period
Martin Luther King Jr Holiday
Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline
Advising Week- Spring Quarter
President's Day Holiday
Pre-registration - Spring Quarter
Final Exam Week
Deadline to apply for baccalaureate degree for Spring

November I
January 6
January 7
January 7-13
January 20
February 18
February 18-21
February 17
February 24-March 7
March 17-21
March 21

November 3
January 5
January 6
January 6-12
January 19
February 20
February 16-20
February 16
February 23-March 6
March 16-20
March 20

SPRING QUARTER

1996-97

1997-98

Date Spring admissions process should be completed
Open Registration
Classes Begin
Change of Class Schedule Period
Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline
Advising Week- Fall
Pre-registration - Summer
Pre-registration - Fall Quarter
Memorial Day Holiday
Final Exam Week
Deadline to apply for baccalaureate degree for Summer
Commencement

February 2
March 31
April I
April 1-7
May 13
May 12-16
May 12-June 6
May 19-June 2
May 26
June9-13
June 13
June 14

February 3
March 30
March 31
April 1-6
May 12
May 11-16
May !!-June 5
May 18-J une I
May 25
June 8-12
June 12
June 13

SU.MI\IER QUARTER

1996-97

1997-98

Date Summer admissions process should be completed
Open Registration (All Sessions)
Classes Begin (I st - Full - 6 wk)
Change of Schedule (1st- Full- 6 wk)
Independence Day Holiday
First Tenn Closes
Open Registration (2nd Tenn)
Classes Begin (2nd Term)
Change of Schedule (2nd Term)
Six Week Session Closes
Second and Full Tenns Close
Deadline to apply for baccalaureate degree for Fall

June 9
June 23
June 23
June 23-25
July 4
July 23
July 24
July 24
July 24-25
August I
August 22
August 22

June 8
June 22
June 22
June 22-24
July 3
July 22
July 23
July 23
July 23-24
July 31
August 21
August 21

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
AGENDA- May 31, 1995
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
[CONTINUED DISCUSSION AND VOTE]

MEMO
TO:
FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Faculty Senate Executive Corrunittee
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Corrunittee :
Charles McGehee, Sociology (CHAIR)
Edward Gellenbeck, Computer Science
Andrew Jenkins, Health Education
Jeffrey Snedeker, Music
Lisa Weyandt, Psychology
George Carr, Student
May 10, 1995
Proposal regarding assigning functions of the former Undergraduate Council to the Faculty
Senate Academic Affairs Committee

In a memo dated January 4, 1995, Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Corrunittee was charged to examine the
feasibility of assigning to the Academic Affairs Corrunittee the functions of the former Undergraduate Council
which was abolished in 1992 . In response to this charge, the Academic Affairs Corrunittee submits the following
proposal:
Since the abolition of both the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies and the Undergraduate Council,
policy making and review has become fragmented and scattered in a number of places across campus.
As a result, no one person or body has general oversight responsibilities over academic policy. lbis means
that policy may be created, modified, ignored or abandoned without adequate discussion, review or coordination. It
further means that faculty, students and administrators often do not know what university standards and expectations
are or who is responsible for what, when and under what circumstances.
The Committee has discussed the matter within itself and met with the Dean of Academic Services, Jim
Pappas, the Special Assistant to the Provost and former Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Don Schliesman as well as
the Dean of Graduate Studies, Gerry Stacy. The Corrunittee Chair has also met with the Provost to discuss the
matter. The committee also considered other options, notably, the policy used at Western Washington University
As the result of these deliberations the Academic Affairs Committee recommends the following :
I.
The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Corrunittee should assume role of the former Undergraduate Council
thereby becoming the center of initiation, review and change of Academic Policy at CWU.
The current role and position of the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee is well-suited to
taking on such an assignment. Its history has been one of periodic involvement in academic policy
formulation and is therefore already well-known. Further, it enjoys a focal position within university
governance. Expanding on the known and familiar, we believe, is speedier and potentially less disruptive
than creating something totally new.
2.
The current structure of the committee, as defmed by the Bylaws of the Faculty Senate, is not adequate to
the new task. The workload and need for more broadly based deliberation requires a larger number and
greater variety of participants than is currently the case.
We believe the Committee should consist of eight faculty members, two from each of the four
schools, and two students representing the ASCWU. In addition, the Provost or designee, a representative
of the academic deans, and the Chair of Chairs should serve ex officio (without vote) . The corrunittee
would therefore be comprised of thirteen regular members. A quorum will be based on regular voting
members.
In the event none the faculty members of the committee is not from the west-side off-campus
programs, a non-voting representative of the off-campus program will be invited to the meetings as liaison
and will share in all correspondence.
Other persons with specialized knowledge, such as, the Registrar, Director of Admissions, et al.,
may be designated formally as consultants (without vote), and they and others may be called from time to

(
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time to advise the committee as it sees fit.
Members should be appointed from among the faculty by the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee. Department Chairs of the Schools in question should be requested to submit nominations from
among their respective faculties. The Committee will select a Chair from among its voting members.
Continuity and familiarity with the structure and purpose of the committee is critical for understanding the
history of the conditions that produced existing policy and procedures. Continuity is also essential for
assessing committee goals as they relate to the mission of the university.
To facilitate continuity, we recommend that terms of faculty should be for two years and staggered
to insure continuity. Voting members should be limited to two consecutive terms, and may be reappointed
after two years have lapsed. The ASCWU may appoint student representatives on a yearly basis but should
be encouraged to select students who can serve for two consecutive years.
Since the task of the Academic Affairs Committee will be oriented to the university as a whole, we
reaffirm the Senate Bylaws' provision that the structure of the committee should not be restricted to
members of the Senate. To strengthen ties with the Senate, however, we recommend that at least two of the
faculty members be members of the Senate throughout their terms .
The agenda will be set by the membership of Committee (ex officio members included) and/or the Senate
Executive Committee. In addition, requests may be made to place items on the agenda by individual
faculty, department chairs, academic administrators, or students.
Appropriateness of items brought forward from outside the Committee or Senate Executive
Committee will be determined by the Committee. A regular meeting time will be established by the
Committee, and members will be expected to organize their schedules such that this time will be available.
Meetings will be open, and the agenda for meetings at which policy issues will be discussed and/or acted on
will be circulated no less than one week prior the meeting.
The Committee will be responsible for all general university academic policy. Academic policy is defined
as :
a statement or statements of principles designed to influence or determine decisions and actions of
the University relative to fulfilling the instructional components of its mission.
Academic policy should be interpreted broadly rather than narrowly. It may encompass not only
issues of entrance and graduation requirements but also withdrawals, incompletes and other matters of
general academic policy. It may include, but not be limited to, assessment, placement, and remediation
policy; credit transfer and inter-institution articulation policy; teaching loads and scheduling policy; and
physical facilities planning, management, and allocation to the extent they affect the academic program.
Academic policy is to be distinguished from curricular policy which applies only to specific
programs and courses of instruction within the larger university setting. Academic policy is not ordinarily
concerned with specific courses and program offerings unless they affect the institutional program as a
whole.
General university policy establishes, inter alia, the minimum academic requirements for
admission to, remaining within, graduation from, and conferring appellations by the university. Within this
falls both undergraduate and graduate policy. Departments and the Graduate Council, however, establish
the conditions for entering and completing their respective programs. Each may establish its own entrance
and graduation requirements, though none may establish requirements less stringent than the general
university policy.
Generally speaking, academic procedures do not fall within the purview of the Committee. Academic
Procedures are defmed as :
the formal steps by which policies are implemented and enforced. Procedures are to be
distinguished from policy in that policy pre-exists and authorizes procedures as means for implementing the
policy in question.
The Committee, however, may undertake review and recommend change in procedures in the
event that procedures influence policy in ways inconsistent with the intent of the policy or otherwise to the
detriment of the academic mission of the university.
The Faculty Senate, through the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, is responsible for approving all
courses and program requirements for the undergraduate and graduate curricula upon recommendation by
the departments and Graduate Council respectively. The Academic Affairs Committee will not ordinarily
be involved in such curricular or programmatic review and approval, though it will coordinate its own
recommendations with departments, the Graduate Council, the General Education Committee, and the
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academic deans to insure smoothly functioning policy and procedures.
The new assigrunent of the Committee will require administrative support; however the resources of the
Faculty Senate are not adequate for the task. Administrative support should be provided by the Provost's
office. Additional support, where appropriate, should be provided by the offices of Academic Services with
the approval of the Provost.
10.
The Committee will report to the Faculty Senate, and the Faculty Senate will act on the Committee's
recommendations. All policy actions of the Committee will be subject to Faculty Senate approval.
11.
The charge asked the Committee to establish a compendium of existing academic policies and procedures
and areas in which academic policy and procedures govern. Further, the Committee has been asked to
identity individuals, positions, and bodies which currently make and implement policies and procedures and
to search for gaps in policy and policy making.
The Committee believes that this component of the charge should not be carried out until the
Senate decides whether the Committee's function should be defined, and if so, the Committee membership
has been established and affmned.
12.
In addition to the foregoing principles, the Academic Affairs Committee recommends the following specific
actions be taken by the Faculty Senate:
Amend the Faculty Senate Bylaws to:
a.
increase the number of faculty on the committee to eight, two from each of the four schools.
Increase the number of students on the committee to two.
b.
add the positions of the Provost or designee, representative of the academic deans, and the Chair
of Chairs to the membership of the Academic Affairs Committee ex officio (without vote.)
c.
provide for terms of two years for faculty members of the Academic Affairs Committee with a
limitation of two consecutive terms. Stipulate that students who are able to serve longer than one
year should be considered for the student position.
d.
require that faculty members' terms be staggered such at about one-third of the positions be filled
each year in order to insure continuity.
e.
change the wording of the Faculty Senate Bylaws' description of the Committee's function to
reflect that it is responsible for general academic planning on campus as outlined in this proposal.
Otherwise, we believe that current Faculty Senate Bylaws and Faculty Code wording is adequate and
requires no further change.
13.
The Faculty Senate Executive Committee should review the effectiveness of this policy after one year.
14.
If the foregoing principles are adopted, we recommend that the Faculty Senate suspend relevant sections of
the Faculty Senate Bylaws for one year to permit rapid implementation of the plan subject to the
requirement that the plan be evaluated at the end of the year.
End of report.
[c:\wpdocs\agendas\95-5-l? .aca]

9.

CODE COMMITTEE- PROPOSED CHANGES TO FACULTY CODE
L ISSUE OF DRUG & ALCOHOL AND EMPLOYMENT POLICIES
2.30

General Reswnsibilities of Faculty
... Faculty members shall familiarize themselves with the sections of the Central Washington University
Polices Manual that relate to their duties, including the Policy on Sexual Harassment (2-2.2.12), Family
Members Employment Policy (2-2 . 19), Policy on Gender Equity (2-2.2.13), the Clearance for Protection of
Human Subjects (2-2 .6), the Code of Ethics, Use of Animals in Research and Teaching (2-2.37), and Use of
State Property (2-2.38), and the Drug and Alcohol Policy (2-2. 13). [BT Motion 94-27, 6/10/94]

RATIONALE: These references have been inserted at the request of the administrators of the Drug and Alcohol
Policy and, in the case of the Family Members Employment Policy, to meet some of the concerns recently expressed
by the Senate regarding the need for a Code of Ethics for faculty members.
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comminee work

1..

/1. ISSUE OF APPOINTMENTS
~

APPO!I'ITMEI'ITS -- ACADEMIC RANK AND DESIG NATIONS
4 50
Kinds of Apoointments [BT Mo!ion 6023, 9/29/R6 ] pn Motion 6330, 6/15/90]
A
All academic appointments shall be of !he foll owing kmds
I
probationary, tenure-track appointments including shared
l\QQOUllOleOtS.

2

appomtments with tenure includmg shared aopointments
J
administrative appointments;
tethtre, full-time temporary
4
rene ~>fthl e npJ!!IInllt!t'"'"
appointments Oecturers and ranked oositionsl
5.
pnrt- u me I!!IJloouuv 'opooimmems C:AftdJunct appoinhnents .lin:
finstruction, research or clinical practice; clearly and specifically
limited to specific courses, projects or service and limited in time
as well as remuneration by the duration of the specific
ass ignment);
6
Special appointments (clearly and specifically limited to a brief
association of one (I) year or less with the university, e g • VISiting
~professors and lecturers emergency appointments,
reappointments of retired faculty members on spec1al condttions,
advisors or counsellors, etc t [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
L
Apoointments to Endowed Chairs
Coaches and Athletic Directors
Those who hold probationary tenure-track appointments are automatically
entitled too. ne .. eeftiP&el reappointmelll if they are not notified of
nonrenewal according to the notice requirements of this code [BT
Motion 6156, 6/ 17/88] [BT Motion 92-57. 61!2/92]

othllL.
J2.

'"tlo""'

B.
~

NEW

.1.21

Sh!!!ed Apppintments
A shared aopojn(ment is one in which two persons share the resppnsibilitv for
oerforrn wg the d ulles of one fuiHrmc (coyre-tmck or (e.u urcd oos•uoo !hut wvuld
!IOnnall y be filled by ooc mdivtd u!l! Such shur.:d ·npoonnme1lt muy be bs;twc:.;n
anv 1WQ !ICO!)le who cootrmptua]ly agree to shnro the sun:!e f11t ulty posilloo The
contracts ofsuch opooiotmeniS sbul l cl!HJrly ~pCiio fy (he respo!!Stbthurs rn:h!S w1d
l!endi!s cxctcoscd rind emoycd iiv each onrtv 10 !htc Aoooimmen (
&
Shilled 3POOintmcms shall be made wn hm sinulc slepl\l"lments lly
definition such aopointroen[S shall no( be divided between or ampng
deoanments
Sh;1rr;d upoo•ntmen[S shall be for one (I I fu ll-lime posi1ipll
!!..
1..
!;nch pony 1111he sham! !lpooinJI!lent >'hull be fully g ualitied fo r
the resoons!biltttes ofthes tng.lc fu ll- urne OO$Iuon
l..
In ords:r 10 assure !hat .:ach QNW to the s hared upoomunent ~·
eligible for full emplovment benef!Js each appointee shall be
respoostble for oM-half l!J2l of the nonna! load nccordmg to
Section 7 20 of !his Fac11llv Code including teaching advising anU

In umvcrSttv lwd dep110mt otnl elC!r! tOOs e ach pNJy 10 As hued
appomtmen! shall haye one-half ( !12\ of11 single vQ)e
Ench paav 10 n shared apooon!mcol § hnll be cyalua1o;d ondtVIdya!ly fw !be
pumoses of assivnmg rank of reappo•nuuent .god tb~ •wNd of tenure
mc(J) Md ptomouoo , &ch ondiY"I u!!l wtll be cy!llylllcd IICCOfdUJK 10 the
crucn!l and p ux:ed urs;;, hs!ed m !he awtoomue S¢CI!QOS of Ibis / ·(,.·ulrv
~ wcJJ AS WIY add!IJooaJ COlMa deVISed by dCO!l!IO!CO!S ll!lW rd!D!I
to SUCh SCCI!ODS Plll!t!!£ !O the sflarc4 )IDQO!DimCO! s hall !IQ! cyalyo!c c!!<!b
In )he cW!nt tb.v.t one p ucty 10 a sbarc4 «uDOmJmcol IC!JD!DIIIC$ o r 1s.
tcunioo!cd from the OOsUjon lhe rem"'!l!D ~ IIJ>DOIII)CC ,shill I hayc the
O!IUO!J of conunumg !hat QQStUon os a son&le full·!tmc f&eyl!y m;;mbe£
f'w!ure oftbe temainiow AQQOIO!ee JO SjO!!JCAC! foe the full J29S!IIo0 WJJI be
ynders!ood to !ermjna!e the APooinunem

<Share;<! aoooincmcn!S sball 001 be coofils9d wjth· !) towti)I!DOJOIIDqJ!S u1
wh!ch the ]encr of appomnnem res;og!!lzes the apoojnt;es' t>CDerug 10 two
or rnorr d>sdphne:; and dtYides the o !!lus orul rcsl)()fiScbjh!!s:$ of !he
fac ulty member ~grmMcot ly omomi !\YO or more dePNlmcots <e g
Professor of Bw!ogy ll!ld GcoKrDDirr Professor of HlsWFY wtd
&onomrcsl ' or 2\ !Otn! ossuwmcn!S w wh!lib i fatuity meml!er wuh •
opoomtrocnt )0 onp d epAil!!JCQ! dtvides re:;oons!btliurs aJ) K!O @
I·» V or more dW ji[IJOeoiS (c ~ Professor of C bemtstFY Ieaclun~ coyrn;s JO
chem1stry and ma!hematicsl l
~

uermoncot

14 30

Oeparnnem Chairs - Selecuon
A
Each depanment holds an election !o select its chair a! a meeting presided
over by the appropriate dean Only full-time focuhy members in a
department shall be eligible to vole in this election except th!l! jodiYJdua!s
.shWJne ftl! p,poowiment shaH vo1e only accordlnM 10 !he proY!SJQ!lS of
Scctipn 4 52 of this Faculrv Code .

~

~

Academic Rank · ExcepJions
[text remains the same as current Section 4 65)

+-++

~

Rene ...n~le C11n1raer ''I'J)ebtl!!teoJI!I Temoorary Apoointmcnts (BT Mottoo 5932,
9/20/85] [BT Motron 92-57, 6/12/92]
~left lefttlre

ll'aelt Temoorary ranked positions and lecturers, eeaehe,, lllhlello

~or odjuncts may be appointed by the Board of Trustees upon

recommendation of an academic depanmeot, the appropriate ocademic
administrators and the president when, tn the judgment of the department, such
appointments are desirable 10 help the depanmeot meet teachwg loads. [BT
Motion 92-57, 6/12/92)
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A

~le11 TeiiHre Tree~ Full-time Temporary Rank ed Positions and Lecturer R1ghts, Privileges, and Limitations

Excert as otherw1se provided in the /·(n·u/ty CuJe, ~full - time
temporary appomtees shall have the following rights and privileges, and
are s ubject to !he folloWJng lim11allons
1
Individuals appointed to the pos111on of assistant p1ofessor,
associate professor or professor on a ren_e .. ..Bie "8" h!fll'' " ll a olt
-temporary aoooin(ment have academic rank lndiv1duals
appointed to the pos1tion of lecture•. t<>fteh e r ft thlelio·llirec te • do
not hold academic rank (RT Motion 'J2- 57, 6/12/92]
2
~IM tenure lr&elt Temporary r1111ked position~ lecturer.,_
ronehM ltud nthlet1e diroct~r.• am norrnull y nppouucd fur H term of
service not to exceed one year at a time, and may be suhsequently
reappointed for an additional term or terms of service, ''"II PliO) be
1\ltne•ttlt!d 18 e tth e r fltll at J'flff 111ne tJ891 U e n~ Written notice by
(he ores1dcn( or his des ignee shall F. "' ') eiTet'l • I'! II bo
te
notiiY indiv1duals 1n such full-time positiolls 111 wntmg three
months pnor to cxpmt11on of the contrac.:.t of inlcr•l to renew the
contract (See also section ~ 50) 1BT Motion 92 -57, 6/12/92]
The appointment of Mil 1e11~re traek fl•ll-lime lemoorary r1111ked
posihons. et~ttehe.• . atnletoe e!weete r.• and lecturers IS mode by the
Board of Trustees upon recommendation of the depo.rtmenl
involved and approval by !he appropnate dem1. the provost/vice
rreSident for academic affairs, and the prcs1dent JBT Motion '12~7 . 6/ 12/'>2]
4
,•, nen te11~re tr&ek Fuii-Jime temporary ranked pos ition~
&tflletie IIi reeler er Jl!ll! lecturer~.,; not eligible"" pwmo11on.
profess1onnl leave. tenure, and other s1milar henl!fits llnwcver, tt
leeftttoet-. mdiy11luals hols,Jnu: such app(lllllments may at any !I me be
!:;I V~Il 8 tenure-track &r nO.n l ei'Uif O U"eJ,c fet\d! h " hl c ApJ)Oinfnlenl
wtth acndenuc rank subject l<l the quuldknlions spe..:dicd m
seer ton 4 .10 of the Ftu·ulty ( 'od,· and. wtth such appointmeul, upon
recommendation of the department and ilpproval by the
appropriate dean, the provost/vice president for academic affairs
and the president, may he given the nght by the trustees to apply
the length of time served towards promotion, tenure, and
professional leave or other Similar benefits where applicable
In nppropnatc CIISCS unusual titles may be utilll.cd with the lecllll c1
dllSsificat•on, such as Senior Lecturer, unless restri cted by this
code
6
All holders of~ full-time reM •ftele eentraet•
U(IQOintmems have rights and privileges of faculty as stipulated in
Serllon 2 20, unless otherwise rest11cted by this code Their
leachmg Md non-teachmg louds nre governed by the formultcS
con(runesJ in section 7 20 of the Ntculty <'ode Assit:nmc•!U!f
(l-:u::h1 m; !01ni 1ShoulsJ lnketO!O RWQUUt lh nl llCIUOO!U'Y 1!UOOutl¢CS

!l!C o rdul!ln ly

7

""'tie

B

..t ..,..,

AAI e><Pected to odvzse s tudents bevoi•d hold•ng
regylar office hows or to serve on romminees a( any leyel They
may serve on eomm.1tt:eos, .. ,tlrlout fa!JiftOb~rt b~t:~) lei"\ o on the
F acuity Senate only after three & years 2{ continuous
employment
l~e11enllhle ee11toaet Temoorary fyll-ume appOintments bearing !he
same academic rank t1tles as tenure· track appomrments musl moet
tl1e minimum quallfications required of tenure-lrack appomlments
of !he same title as provided for m section 4 JO of !hts Code If a
person with a reue .. eblo O!>!llfiotltemoorary full-ume appomtmem
1s transferred to a tenure track appomtment, !he rank of !he tenurelrack appointment, if ron ked, may differ from !he~
-non-tenure-track rank subjeCt lo the l1mtlal10ns of secllon
4 JU. and 1s to be delermmed upon recommendation by !he
department, WJ!h !he approval of !he appropriate dean and !he
provost\ vice-president for academic affatrs and !he president

ParJ - l!OlS

n_ ....... ...,. __ .., __ _ ;_...__-.........
A,

~

Temoorwy lAdjuncU Appoimments

A part-lime appointment Is one which cleo.rly limits the contract duties of
the indiVIdual Wlth !he umversity to less than a normal full-time
assignment for !he contract period Part-ltme appomtments are not in any
way applicable to the computation of time of employment for tenure
purposes
Part-lime appointments o.re for specific assignments with payment set
accordmgly Payment is for the classes~ taught or for !he spec1fic
ass1gnmen1 accordmg to Secllon K 44 Part-ume faculty who teach o.re not
expected to tcSsume !he 20 percent non-leachmg respor1S1b1l1ty or be pBtd
for it
I
In order to meeJ the needs of the ymyemty :Aacademically
qualified md1V1duals ...., Prill) be r .....toe! to asJJ31 Wlth
tnstru..:tJonH.J, chmcal or resean.:h ~ tr•etftll'td..»Dtn6tt:rt\:c1ft ,th
n~Hural " ' "" lbpoucl. mHy be Hppomted spmel!mes wnh nonunal
or no sJmend by !he Boo.rd of Trustees as adJunct faculty members
with appropnate designahon or academic title (i c:. lecturer,
assistant professor, associate professor or professor. etc ) and the
appropriate po.renthetic descriptions (Instruction, Climcal.
Research) -6ttelt ~ appomlmenl~ ~subject to !he c1itena
for acatfem~e !HIM IJil!ls.s. set forth m sec11on 4 JO of !he 1-itculry
<'ode and to the rerommendation or a department or program, !he
appropnate dean, !he provost\v1ce presidenr for academ1c &.Ifairs,
and the presidenr
1..
Each adjunct appointment shall be for a specified task, project or
service limited 1n lime to the durallon of !he specofic assrgnmenl
and may be renewed These appomlments should be dtrocrly
related to !he academic mission of !he universoty and are not to be
used as honorary t1tles nor to accommodate the mterests of
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professional persons from out"dc the university Such
appomtments 1\l'e not intended to rerlace regular full-time or
piii1-IIme faculty members Adjuncts are not ehgihle for fttft!t;
tenurt>; or faculty privileges, except as g1vcn in Section 4 740 J
[BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
Adjuncts may be arrointcd to serve in the followmg ways
a
Adjunct (Instruction) may be appomted to prov11le field
supervision. ilftEI consultation, and/or instructi2!J. ~
where no regular instructional employee is available. 61'
possesses the necessary expertise... or as emergency
slluat1ons reqwre
b
Adjunct (Research) may be appointed to direct or engage in
research under a grant from 1u1 outside agency and may
receive a stipend from the u111versity under ~1e conditions
of the grant
c
Adjunct (Clinical) may be appointed, if properly certified
and in active clmica.J practice in the medical, dental or
vetennary fields , in various academic programs where such
expertise is needed
Wh1le appointments covered in this section (4 740) may carry
nornmal or no salary stipend and service does not apply toward
lenure or promotion, the appointmenl s do carry the following
privileges :
a
Use of available university facilities. including library, a.c.;
required for the adjunct's n..c.;s1gnmt:nl
bfined h) lulell nl nthl~toc <utd nih~r e • cnt.~ .
e- .b...

governing, benefits tOr part-time aooomtttes.
~

k

Special Appointments
The BeJH6 nrTrH9tee9 ~may authorize full or part-time
special appointments, clearly and specifically limited to a brief
association of one (I) year or less w1~1 the university, e g, visiting
faettlty professors or leclUrers emergency appointments,
reuppointments or rcllred fHculty members on spec1al conditions,
ad\'JSOrs or counsellors, etc 'I hesc shall he appomtments
spec1tymg a starting date and rut cxpnation date Service in such
poSitions does not count toward tenure Recommendations lor
such appointments are processed through departments and the
appropriate academic administrators [DT Motion 'l2-~7. 6/12/92)
B-2, Srccilll appointments do not corry the right of rcnewnl Each such
appointment contract shall specify a startmg date rutd an expiration
date Such contrncts do unt carry imp lieu or contractual
understandings which prov1de entitlement to further employment
[lJT Mot1on 5932, 9/20/85] [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92)
A, .L.

t- L

NBW ~

Faculty who have spec1al appt)lntmenls are not eligtble for mentor
promotion The appointee's salary level shall be set at each
appotntment aJier consultation with the department or program to
wh1ch the appomtment is made [RT Motion6023, 9/29/86] [B r
Mouon 6330, b/ 15/90]

Apoojmments 10 Endowed Cbaus
In orde1 Ill O!lfl!Citruly ouLSJAI!duw. facullV (' em raJ \Vashm!lli:Jtl Un1vcrsnv
encourages the establ1shmenJ of endowpd cham suoooned by desiwated fW!ds
d!l!!OSned wtth the Ccntrul Whshinwton Umvs.£SiiY foundouon or !IOO!bc;l umt
approved by the Board ofTrusJees Appomtmen1s to endowed ch!Urs shall not be
made.um•l fundtog for!h<: QOStl10n ts nvwlable Income from !he rodowmem
mav be uscll 10 fund the sAlilnes lind suooon costs lbr orofessOrs OCC!JDYto)l.
enuowed chiU(s

I! 1S destrab!c to allow endowment funds JQ accumulntc !Q o leyel wberc-tbcu
1n®rnt C!!!! SUOOO!l the safanes offa®fiY OCCUQVIDK endowed cbwrs
tndependemly of the umv!l!Suy's noanal ooerannfl budget In vws wbm on
endowed cllwr remoms v!ICatl! !he mcome sbijl be rcmv«>ted 10 the eodoW!!lSliJJ
Jfit js n!fCCSSl!N fo[ the f'ioonaJ oPetfttim: budl(et JO :ruppfCI!!l:!ll enOOwment
mwmc to Ql!Y the ghvv-ood other !!1(0Cndtturos qfthe eodowt;d pru(CSJ!Qf such
supp[emem shall be pnnJ from snlow montes th11t would nomtollv 1><: bydweu;o;lto
the department or college where the endowment resides
t....
Jndwufyols llQOOlllltd IQ eodowcd cl)&Jrs shoJI be CGC<}IUJJU<l notionallx fQ(
Jhs:![ ¢OntnbuJions Jn tcocbtnl;s rcsonrch or sd19laisbjp &Jld.shal! be
expected !Q OO!)t!UUC JO OJftkc Sych lldi!O!JII!Iy tgCiliCIIIZgl COOtnby!JQQS
after their appointments
lndjvjdyals aooom)ed to endowed chairs shall be designated as (NNPs of
egdowroeg!l Professor
Endowed chairs may bs: deptvlmemw college-wide or wtiycrsl!y l..
wide They m11y also rotate aroong depwmenJs and cu!leges
Reeommcnd!!I!II!!S fof ADOOin!mcnl$ to endowed chii!!S sl!llll be
l.
made by deodr!men!al facultv in the case of a uepartmenJal
endowment or by f11cul!y wmmtJ\ees 10 the Cl!Se of wltege-ond
universjtv-Wide endowments,
Appomtments to endowed ch!Urs sh!lll be rev1ewed by a facuJtv
l..
COO!II!HJI!<: ofn1 lens! Jbree !enUred f~cu[!y membess OQOOtn!cd by
the fllcuhy S~Wa !c l:xccutive Commlllcc: The f~~~;UI!y reYJ<:w
committee shall recommend action for or against the woointmcnl
to !he provosl/yice president for acru!euuc affairs
i._
ApooinJmen(S to endowed chaJrS shall be aoproved by !he
aopropna)e dean !he provost/vice 0 res1dent for acrulemjc affairs
the 0 res1dem and the Bo!l[d ofTrustocs
Donors to !he endowment shall no) particjpa!e m the se!es:noo
l.

a.

.l1.[l!!;es:i.
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c.

J\pool !tl!l!s:nts

to

endowed cl•o•rs :Hmll be '''''''t.11tn :{ t! Cfii1 Jh 2 IQJ'•n Of 1101

more thon four (4) m rs nllt • •m~

Such s ppgilal nh;Jlfs mny be rcn' wcc.l

occorrl am! to the oros;cdurcs outltnqd m Ss:s;IJoo 4 .b.5 B 2-4 of llus Fru.:.ullv

Code Arr!VIL!emenls fOr facylty rt;suonsibd!llt!S and Slt,lury shalll.u;
AAI!O!Ia!c:d uoon noooomment, Apoollltc¢5 mny b¢ e.xpeded to reoon
-'rorma! ly !o lhe.gamous oommunny dbout !h<> @ uhs of o ouwong research
and .service through lectures svrrmo$ijl. colloou in ~"other ru;tivities

4-M

til

&lscbcs A!hleuc Director - Rights Pn yilegcs· Limi!!!tions
Except RS otherwose provided in this code, coaches and athletic c,lirey!ors have the
following rights and pnvileges, and are s ubject to the following limotations
A
Indo vi duals appointed to the position of coach or athletic director may be
granted the academic rank for which they qualofy according to Section
4 30 If, however, a coach or athletic dorector is granted academoc rank,
subsequent salary adjustments are governed by the condotions of the
approved lioculty salary schedule on regard to rank and soo.Jary llowever,
such individuals shall not be granted tenure as coaches
B
A coach or athletic director is appointed f(>r a term of service"" s~eeilietl
in the letter ef "''pelintmenlle the eeftehon!': "' athletie Eli reeler pt!siloen,
not to C?Ccoa<d one year at a !!me nnd mzy b¢ subseq uent ly renpoouu cd fo r
an additional tenn or 1erms of service Mt1 Such individuals may be
appointed to either full- or part-time positions
C
A coach or athletic director shall have all rights, privileges,
responsibilities, and obligations as provoded for in this code for tioculty as
defined in Section 2 I 0 unless otherwise restricted by the provisions of
thos code
D
Wrinen notoce by the president or his designee not to renew tUly coaching
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As for New Section 4 o~ -- Aooomtment to Endowed~ the Code Commouce
rewritten this se..::t1on several tunes tn on.Jer to lake 11110 a.ccoum the des1ros of both Lh6
admonostration and

a' current Sectoon 4 70]

4 70

Tnwscroots I te xt remains the same

4 85

Terms of Apoointments [text remains the same liS current Section 4 85 EXCEPT
for proposed housekeeping change in Section 4 85 E I

4 l)Q

Aoooimmenl - Wro!!en S!n!emenl - Time [text rcn111ins the some ns current
Section 4 <>OJ

RA '/10NAI.£: Minor suggested alterations, in old sections 4 50, new sections 4 60 mod 4 67,
en tool reorganoz:ations of this section on order to create a more logical arrangement in the rode,
the elonunation ofinconsistenctes. and the crea!oon of new toties to conform be!ler with !he legal
ant! practocaJ si!ua!lon In these sectoons, only two major changes ol' suhsttutce hHW been
recommended lhe requirement that temporary lecturers serve six years at the universoty before
heong dec ted to the Faculty Senate and that they not be appointed to committees
As for New Section 4 52 -- Shared Aooointments , last year's F!lculty Senate Personnel
( ·(Hllllltt1ec recommended the crcnti<Hl of s uch n section 111 out~r to provide gllldCIJncs li)r
dl·pnrlmcnts w11'
\Ull posiiHliiS thnll:mtplcs nught Wltnl to shnrc

interests of the regulllf focuhy Above wl, the policy encourages the

various constitu~ncies of the university 10 appoint indtv1duaJs to endowed chau"S thdt w1ll

increase lhe prestige of the unoversoty and provode insporaflon and intellectual stimulabon to the
academic community as a whole
Recognizing that appomtees to endowed chairs may receive saJaries Mid suppon morues

above the faculty average, tlte Code l'ommottee h!IS tned to ensure that only renowned
ondividuals be appointed for a limoted 1enn of not more than four years It has also tned to
ensure some faculty monitoring of the appoontments through the institution of a faculty revoew
committee Gtven the fact that oncome from endowments can fluctuate over tome, these caveats
are intended to allay the concerns on the part of many faculty that endowed professorships would
jeopardize vital staffing of programs at tomes of shronking budgets and personnel reductions

Ill. ISSUE OF TENURE/PROMOTION
5 I0

REAPPOINTMENTS, TENURE, NONREAPPOINTMENT OF FACULTY
Reapooinlments- Procedures
Final recommendations concerning the reappoontment of any faculty member shall be
submitted to the president of the university by the provost/vice presodent for academoc
affairs In order 10 m!kc rec.ommendauoas ro !he proyos11Uld deans Md ui ruo!llO{c
consistency departments shall devise written critena and procedures for evaluatmg
p@bAtipnary fa\luhy fo.r fqi!Qooomnoqlll Theacutenu vmJ prpcedures shall be .:onstslcot
with !hose uses! to eva!uare probuuoni\!)P faw l!v for !he Award of tenure awrding 15>
Sections 5 10 and 5 25 F of this FacOJI'Y Code Each school dean advoses the
~vice president for academic alfuirs following a procedure which utohzes
recommendations or infonnH.tlon from four possible sources. as follows

or athletac c_hrt!:clor appomtment shall be gtveu no later than three months

prior to the expiratoon of the appointment

tlo~

has

52~

Ts:nure- Defined
B
Faculty members who life appoont~d to the acatlemoc rank of Assostant Professor
or higher may be granted tenure effective the beginnong of the academoc year
following a sox (6) year period of full-tome employment with !he unoversity, the
decisoon to be made in the sixth year (BT Mouon 6330, 6/15/90] Ex!enstoos may
be OOO$tdered forsycb CWOQS AS ffiQIO/ i!lnliSS 01 Olb!lC S)tyaUO!lS W!uch CC!lUifC A
facuiJy member's S:IIJended absence from full-time service
C
A facuhy member may, when circumstance~ make it JUStifiable. be granted tenure
by the Board of Trustees, eJTectove at a specofoed tome pnor 10 the expirauon of a
six (6) year probauonary peru>d woth the university-~ A:; a J!COCra! ry!e facu)tv
members !!Qoouned 10 th<;; acad,moc 010k of Assosram Professw or lul!bcr who •I
the time of apoom!ment have compleled three (J l yew of full-lime semce 111 the
nutk of IDS!ruc ror or hucber at olhcr mslituti0/!5 o f biJ!hpr; leam!O!C or lhr" IJ l
ycACi fyll -ume servu:e m orbcr (!l!j!toon nl!: work shall :wyc a ProbfiUQfl!!O'
oeood pffour C4) ye111s Such proVJS!on 10 be made 10 the facyiJy mcmbcts
om:malleuer of aoooontment ftftt! Exreosjoos may be coosidere<l for such reasons
a~ f!ll!ior illness or orhc r snuonons wbich rea
o fMylrv membe r's exrrode.J
nlm:nce from ful! -nme s~ FacyiiY members occasionally mny toe gw - ·•

we
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.Q.:.Ji.

tenure 6t the 11me of origmal appointmenl, such appiiHt!mcnl shall ordinarily '"'
upun r.ewmmendatJon of the appropriale academ u: department and

5 30

Tenure- Procedure for Granting
Al the tune tenure dcctSu,m s arc lobe conside(ed (normally in spring quancr) each dean
or nclidemic ~~crion direc1or sl,mll s ubmn tenure recommendations to the rrrovostlv1ce
prestden! for academ1c nlfa1~ Such recommenda!lons shall be hased on wriucn d iu a
from" combination of sources as follows : IBT Mot1on 9J.I9, 6/11193]
A
Each faculty member wl!h tenure in the candidate's department or acudernic

Q.

»-£..
~E.

MM

Each year deparlmenl chairs shall meet with every probationary faculty member
individually before recommendations for reappointments are submined 10 the
dean In this meetmg the chair will review the probationers' records and the
evaluations of tht: P,robationcr.;' perfonmul~e ~ubnnlted by !he tenured tlt.c uhy or
the department DetJIIF.1ftelll9 l!fe.eneettr~e~ha !Ia 'J9e <Jtlll!!l ferffifil $ o&!liftttw
proeetl~•e!U8 P''"""ele ee.ll!lt9teftC) In ord¢r 10 orOri!olc c:nnsisttncy d¢ptll1m.:ms
shall devtse wriuen cril.,.ta ood proce<lure:o Jor cvnlun!inl! orobnti®Rry !iteuhy for
lbc award of !ll!!urc !See Secuon 5, I0 for lhe oonual resoons•b!ll!u:s Of
dcW!J1mentnl fnc,ul!y for evnhlB!Ln!! pr2bationcrs.l ( ll'f Mohon (• i 56, 6/17/88 1

show theu

~'JJ2,

BcE.
& 70

9/20/85'1

Years of service must be cons1dered but are no! in and of themselves sufficienl
grounds for promotton or meril (BT Mo110n 6BO, 6/15/90]

Promotion in Rank · Schedule aod Procedure
Promotions m Rank - Procedure
1
Promolion m rank will be made accordm& 10 the critena listed in this
code 9~Ce!)l !hAl [a!!UI!y mcmbgs normally w!ll rwt bcoome oh•ublc for
ptymO!ioo uo!JI !lm;e YCilfS 116,;r QD!!OH!IO!ent to !hete C!!ITCQI !l!!lks

C

section may submit a written statement of recommendation;

The dean Will receive the s!alemeniS of the candtda!es, the
recommendaJions frono indiVIdual !enured and ,Jcnure-traclc faculty
membc~. the deponroeml\l Per.;onnel (.'0 mmmoe re<:ommcndouons, and
thl: rccommenda!tons of !he depamnem cltarr

Each School mny #lllbhsh il Pqsponcl Commmcc 10 ac! Ill an ndvtsory gpal<iiV
(b !he dei\1! M ember$ of1he Personucl Comm!!!ee shull not i!dY!SC on the tenur11
ofprobnnonro from therr OWJ! dCQlll1menlS AhentHICS shrul be uooom!ed at the
Silme-ume as regular membe!S to such Personnel Conuniuccs in <trdo:.r !(!
substitUte for regular members as needed
The faculty member under consideration may submil data in support of his/her
candidacy;
The provis1ons 111 Secuon 8 8\ may he appl1cd Jl'nccessary for those facuhy
members who arc m programs or on spec uti as~Jgnmcnts uu!sule of departments

The dean will meel with each depllftment chair and the Personnel
Commillee chliir (or olher destgna!ed represen!alive) to revtew .....:h
candodate for promotion Each school - - ' t may establtsh a Personnel
Comminee to ac! 10 an adv1sory capacity lo the school d e a n t!iffleter M~:~11bers of sych Pcrsoruutl t'qmmmOCS§haU no! tulvtse oo the
promytjqn o[ faculty members from the•r OW!! deuartm¢1115 AII!;Q)O!S:S
sbuJI be·!IDOOJQ!ed 01 !he SJ!O!C fiiOC as (eKulv members 10 such Pcrwrvll:l
l'ommmees m yrdcr to subslituto for regulae members as ncesleJ

!'rofessionnllmpryyemcnl · Cptcrja
Usim: lbe'G!l!!!!!JIII!utd!:lroes orovtded m Ses:to<Ml K 6(> A dcpa[!msl!!ts shall
dev.:lop detwled s:ntefla ®ph cable 10 the1r d!Scmhn® fQr cvalual!llfl lilcuhy for
the award of promotion Nld ment. "ll~ese cntc<J!I s hall be OOI!Sts!cnt wt!h those
!JSed I(} evnhmte f'acphy for renpoomtment Md tcnyt'c
~
A faculty member considered for professiOnal improvement may be requested to
supply ev1dence for each of the above C·nJeria.
&Q. II is recogmzcd that such evaluations, pruticularly of!eachmg effectiveness, are
difficult 10 make Nevertheless, the president of1he university, the provost/vice
presidenl for academic affrurs, deans, department chairs and prornolion
commine_es should demnnd reasonable ev•dencc or.,rrccuve Jeaclung
performance. The faculty men1ber's performnncc sh~>uld give cvicl~nce 11f the
abih1y to lead s tuden ts of VJU)'mg capacsues mlo n.g•owmg undcrs!wodlng of the
tools and matcnuls of !he fncuhy member's profess1on The facul ty member's
mstruchonal materials, methods of presentation. and evaluation of students should
revt•al a continmn~ process of self-criuetsm ~md experimentation

!L

10

by wncnL! other w;uviucs orpy1Jm.:· m[onns:d
gcodem!c advis•.n11•n the rnp1pr pr()!!fi!D$ offered by thCJrdepnnmcnJS as ·well os
111 ~R!lral Eduquoo a.s M 101wrnl pan qfaoy acadenuc.osrwp 19TMooon

odnuna stmtors;

F

A commitment to students as vital Faculty members should he able
mlcresl ul gmdiOB sh.ull!nls

The school de110 Will prepare pnonty hsts, by rank, of faculty members
wi!lun !he school or un1! who ace recommended for promouon After !he
hs! has been prepared, the dean will review the lis! with each department
chair and the representative . The final pnonty list prepMed by the dean
will show only one name for each pnority position. The dean will nottfY
each eligible faculty member in writing indicating the person's pnonty
rMkmg wuJ whether or no! he/she IS bemg recommended for promolloo
Thos utformation shall remam m the personnel files only upon the wrinen
consen! of the facuhy member [13T Molion 94·21, 6/10/94)

RA7'10NALE: Mosl of the changes sugges!ed in this section reOe<:t the p(opostds (no! already
codified) mlldC to !he Senate recently by the Personnel Comminoe. Tho:Se ilems o f !he Personnel
Comm111ee's report not included here can be codified in the future
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IV. ISSUE OF FINANCIAL EXIGENCY/
REDUCTION IN FORCE
6 25

I 1.30

0

Division of departments or programs into units mus t he demonstrably
programmatic I' or th¢_purooS<:S ofthos s!!Giion a utollram os srsufllly Rcourse of
s tudY ICJ!clm s 10 a slgi'reo 10 whrcb [C()Utreme!l!.~ oro combmed in Sl!ch 11 wJIY liS to
d is tinguished the course of studv c1early from any other one

E1nanctai -Eougency - P rocedures
!!..
During !! period of f1nanci!ll e.xigency the. Wllvatsuv will m~ke.everv effon
conSIStent wi!h federal and srareJaws regarding fuir empl<wment 0racnces, to
enswc !hatthc-t.l mvcrsl!y's affimmtwe!!CIII)!t oro!'f!!IIIS art noJ rm DII!fcsl by ~te
oiKruhoo of ttus liiYl)lf oolicy

-IK:..
&Q_
f>,f._

E,-f..

F11
&-!!.

(text
[text
[text
[text
[text

remains
remains
remains
remains
remains

the
the
the
the
the

same
same
same
same
same

as
as
as
as
as

in 11 30 B I
in I I 30 C I
in II 30 D I
in II 30 E I
in II 301']
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The Code Committee is proposing the change to Section II 30 B at the request of the president
'!he suggested insertion l1as heen borrowed from the Umversity of Wisconsm system, the
Evergreen State College has adopted a sim1lar proVISIOn

V. HOUSEKEEPING
4 85

E

Nothing in this Secuon (4 85) sha.ll preclude the Wliversity from offering
employment toe faculty member}. during e peri~ when fte fu nonnally would
not have been Wlder contract, nor of contracting woth the faculty member for
part-time service or service of less than three (3) quarters each academic year

Correct typographical error Section 5 45 f [second 5 45 F becomes 5 45 G

I

Contingent on approval of(above) numbering change o f Section 4 74to 4 60, change new
Sec tions 4 60 . B 2 and 4 60 B 4 as follows
4 60 B 2
Adjuncts are not ehgoble for tenure or faculty pnvileges, except as given in
Section~~

Order of Layoff
I
In order to ~ccommodate the need for reduction in numbers of faculty
employed, and at the same time protect the programmatic integroty of the
umversity, units will be establis hed, whe re appropri11te within departments
and/or programs Procedures govemong the develo pment of W>its shall be
as follows
a
ll1e dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs,
program directors, !Uld faculty w ithin each department, woll
establish • lis t of units for those areas reportong to hom o r her,
hs tong by mune and in order or semoroty as deli ned on Sectoon
I I JO(i 2 , the faculty membcr(s ) in each un it Unit dcsognutoons

4 60 B.4

While appointments covered in this section (4 60B l ~may cany

Delete all references to "sections" and "units" in sections 5 00 (Reappointment, Tenure,
Non reappo intment of Faculty) and 8 00 (Salary, M e rot, Promotion) 'The folio wong Sections are
aff.:cted: 5 I 0 A , 5 I 0 B , 5 I 0 C , 5 15 A , 5 30, 5 30 A , 5 30 B , 5 30 C ,
5 40 A, 5 40 B, 5 45 D, 5 45 E, 8 70 C 4, 8 70 C 5 , 8 75 B J , !Uld 8 85

"""' he demonslrRhly pro~:ranHH u !i <: b!!:J!oc ourooscs I)( !Ius
s..Ctol\1!. o urogram rs us\UIIly n oour.:!u of sltl!l.y h;nshm: to 11 de11rsa:

iu wlucb

tC(IU!remenCS ·ttre WJHbtnttd Ill S'UclJ 0

waY ijS tO

dis tinguish tbe course of study clearly from MY other one [BT
Mot1on 5932, 912018 5]
[text remains the same in remainder of this section II 30 H 1

HA TJONALE: The Code Committee is proposing the change to 6 25 D and to II 30 H l ,a
(fonnerly I I 30 G I a) because of difficulties experienced by the Senate Executive Committee
and the provost the last time the unit seniority lists were devised in confonnity with the Faculty
Code Some guidelines are needed to protect less diversified departments from experiencing
Wlf!Ur pressure from the more diversified departments' constructing unit lists that insulate them
from reduction in force

"""

,,. .

8.40

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEF.TING
AGENDA- May 31, 1995

S l•tc. LcgJslalure w><Vur the Cov<:ll!OI, lhe followm~: desundmg ord"" of pnonty fo r

The legislated salary increases scheduled to become effective July I, 1995, will be
used to adjust C W U 's current faculty salary scale upward by the maximum
percentage [ 4% at the time of this motion] specofied by the Legislature

lhe rhrce 0) types or •cloOJJS .sh all be nbserved as yeAILy sllltuy on~rcb.s·es ate
(20) perccnr of bll av&~hiblco funds
may be designated by lhe Board of Trus\CC:> on any year for ment"oncr~es. lhe
F acuity Senate may consent to lhe expenditure of more !han twenty (20) percent for
merit
A
Promotoon.< on rank, provided !hat a faculty member promoted during any
goven boennium shall recetv<: at least the current minomum salary for lhe new
ran k and a saltuy oncreasc of two (2) s teps on the sal!tly scale. proVId<:.d
fu.nher .lhat of lhco promotion co~ 111t a bme of a stllle ;tdJUStmcnt, lhe f~~&:ulty
member shall bcoJ:lelit lhmo the scale adj us tmcnL [R'r Mouon 6J30, 6/1 S/90)
B
A scale odjustment, defined liS a specofic sum or per~cnlaj!c whoch
corresponds lo lhe Increase in lhe cost of living (e g. as measured by lhe
federal Consumer ProCJO Index) sonce lhe last adjustment (BT Mouon 63JO .
cons1<l~red. provoded that no rmally up to tWellty

BUDGET COMMITr£11'.
The Faculty Senate Budget Commillee recommends the following mol ion

MOTION:

.............

IIACKGROUND:
•

•

Proposed legoslative billll -3281 21<1 5 (2nd drafl. pa,;c 101) st"tes that
Each onstitutoon of hogher educaloon shall provide lo instruclional Md research faculty,
exempt professl9J1al srnJr. academic adminostrators. academic lobrarians, counselors, teaclung
and research as:ilslants as classified by lhe offocc of financial mMagement and all other
nonclassified stalf, including those employees under RCW 2HB 16 015, an average salary
increase of 4.0 percent on July I, 1995 .

Farully
8.10.8 .

Cod~

6/ 151901

C

Sections:

For the purpose of maintaming

fti1

equitable balt111ce in salaries assigned to the

various academoc ranks and to establish lhe salary scale for each biennium. the fi>llowing
steps shall be taken at the beginning of each biennoal period
I
The Faculty Senate will cooperate in preparing the bienniu.l salary oncrease proposal
2
The Faculty Senate shall recommend how the swary funds are 111 he dislributed
within the budgetary lunitotions omposed by the Legoslature
H.JO.C.
There are tw11 budgclary procedures governmg the Senate recommemlnltons
concerning lhe distribution of salary funds
I
When linal legislative and gubemalorial acllon on lhe distnbution of funds os
completed wilhon the academic year, 1he Senate shall, wtthin one month aOer such
action . review the admini strative proposals and make recommendations for the
allocatoon of these funds The Faculty Sena te's recommendations shall be sent wilh
the adminostrativc proposals to the Board o f T rustees at its next meetmg afler lhe
Senate makes 1ts recommendH.tions

2

Subjecl lo lhe avalittblioly of funds dunng My boennoum and 10 lhe mandales of doe

Page 13

When final legislative and gubematonal action on the allocation of salary funds is
not completed wilhin lhe academic year and distribution shall occur at the beginnong
of lhe next academic year, lhe Senate shall make recommendations , based on
existing information, at ots last meeting of the academic year
If the Board of
Trustees does not accept the Senate's proposals. it shall provide its ratoonale on
writing to lhe Senate atlhe Senate's forst meeting of lhe ne><t academic year,

•
•

Current

Merot mcrease Meru mcreascs may be !:O ven on ony s tep arno um II> fac ulty
members to rew111d th em for outS!Jirlili njl S<!f"VIct to lh.e wnversuy
Such
merit mcrea:;cs, wtuch llf<O pumanem; 'are sepatate fro m special Slllary 8'!'8Ids
~r BdJustmenl!l identtfued elsew"ere ou lhts wde. sud> as 111 Sectoons 4 55 lllld
8 46 racuhy members newly bored m promoted are ehgoble for only four
merit steps above the step mto whu;h they arc lured or promoted 1f such
advancement exceeds the ceohng !tor !heir rank
Faculry members who
portocipale in lhe conversion to the new sal"')' schedule m 1991 shall also be
el1goble to advance four steps on doe scale even !hough such advancement
exceeds lhe ceilong for lheor rank. No faculty member may receive a salary
ex ceedong lhe top step on lhe salary scale
Faculty members receoVIng
promouon w·e not eligoble to receove merot awards on lhe same year [BT
Motoon 5'13 2. '!/201851 JilT Mouon 6330, 6/15/90] [UT Motoon '11-39.
61141911

~·acuity

Salary Scale avwlable on SGOC AT menu palh 16> 2'> J> I

F11c.ully S11lary Adjus tnoent I• e. Mo~m l propos-al opprovcd by Fao.ulry S tJUte M11y 18 .
1994 [MO'nO.N N() 29641 ~ noe anooWJt of money nvllllablc from the legJSIIIIure for s alary
adJuS t men I (less lhnt nccessruy for promotoon) $lW I be .d•vided by the numbct of ond ovt_dllllls
ehg1ble at level I plus lhe f1umbcr of indtVIdulll$ eltt;oble HI le vel 2 The am<>WII derovcd
from this cal'ulauon shall q tbbhsh lhe unit of increment except !hat un its shall lll ways
nipresent n mmnnum of a nom onal 5% (technocally 4939.) ·sca.le adjusunent or a mul uph: o f
5% AvB.Jiablc money between multiples of ~% M<Vot 11\111Jillble money on excess of lhal
necessary to ensure a full step (J%) increase for each level earned shall be dostributed as a
scale adjustment "

ROLL CALL 1994-95
Walter ARLT

FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

May 31, 1995

_ _Stephen JEFFERIES

_ Lunda BEATH

_ _ Dan FENNERTY

_ _ Minerva CAPLES

_ _Carol BUTTERFIELD

_ _ Robert CARBAUGH

__L_Don COCHEBA

_ _ Matt CHAMBERS

_ _ Greg CARLSON

_ _ Shawn CHRISTIE
_ LBobby CUMMINGS
_____LTerry DeVIETTI

_ _ Roger FOUTS

~Susan

_ _Dale OTTO

DONAHOE

_ LBarry DONAHUE

_ _George TOWN

~Robert FORDAN
_ LKen GAMON

_ _James HARPER

_ _ Michael GLEASON
_ _Jim HAWKINS

_ _ Mark ZETTERBERG

_ _Webster HOOD

_ _ Peter BURKHOLDER

_LWalter KAMINSKI

_ _ Brue BARNES

-t,L_Charles MCGEHEE

_ _ David KAUFMAN

_ _ Deborah MEDLAR

_ _Gary HEESACKER

_ _ Robert MYERS

_ _ Patrick OWENS

_L_Ivory NELSON

_ _Thomas MOORE

_ _ Connie NOTT

V
/

Sidney NESSELROAD

_ _Andrew SPENCER

Vince NETHERY

_ _Robert GREGSON

steve OLSON

_ _Terry MARTIN

~Rob PERKINS

V'

Dan RAMSDELL

_ _ Cathy BERTELSON
_ _ Beverly HECKART

~D ieter ROMBOY

_ _Stella MORENO

_ _James ROBERTS

_ _C. Wayne JOHNSTON

V Sharon ROSELL

_ _ Michael BRAUNSTEIN

_ 0ricROTH

_ _Geoffrey BOERS

_ _ Charles RUBIN

_ _James HINTHORNE

____0'a mes SAHLSTRAND

_ _ Margaret SAHLSTRAND

V Car~lyn SCHACTLER

_ _ Carolyn THOMAS

~ ugh SPALL

/

Kristan STARBUCK

v1Ji orris UEBELACKER

_ _John ALWIN

/

_ _ Roger FOUTS

Lisa WEYANDT [pron. Y'-ANT)
Rex WIRTH

_KfhomasYEH

_ _Jerry HOGAN
(ROSTERS\ROLLCALL.94; April 26, 1995)

May 31, 1995

Date

VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the
meeting. Thank you.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Department of Economics

DATE: May 24, 1995

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Dr. Sidney Nesselroad
Chair, Faculty Senate

FROM:

Don Cocheba
Chair, Faculty

SUBJECT:

RECOMMENDATIONS

itt[)

fe~ate Budget Committee

The Faculty Senate Budget Committee recommends the following two motions:
1. The legislated salary increases scheduled to become effective July 1, 1995 be
used to adjust CWU's current faculty salary scale upward by the maximum percentage
(4% at the time of this motion) specified by the Legislature.
2. That the portion of funds reserved for 1995-96 promotions (currently $75,000) that
is not used for promotion funding be reserved for faculty merit salary increases.
Note: Sue, if you need to reword the preface to these two motions, please feel free to
do so.
Thanx, Don

Shaw/Smyser 413A • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7486 • 509-963-2664 • FAX 509-963-1992
EEO/AA/TITLE IX INSTITUTION • TOO 509-963-3323

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Faculty Senate

FROM:

Jen Gray, Director of Foundation Services

DATE:

May 31, 1995

RE:

Community Development Plan

~~·

Please review the attached community development plan. We are in
the midst of selecting the six members from the University and
would like a volunteer from the Faculty Senate. Other University
members will include representatives from classified staff, the
ASCWU, administration, auxiliary activities and the Foundation.
Our first meeting will probably be scheduled in late June or in
July.
It is anticipated meetings will be held on a quarterly
basis, although an emergency meeting may be called to handle
sensitive issues; i.e., Taco Bell.
Please let me know as soon as possible who will represent the
faculty.

Attachment

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Purposes
To bring together a broad-based group of people from the Ellensburg and University
communities to create a plan for improving relations among all parties, so that more effective
community development activities can occur.
Objectives
1.
2.
3.

To explore avenues for joint involvement, where all citizens can enjoy greater satisfaction in
strengthening the bonds between "to'-Vn and go'-Vn."
To promote, through collective partnerships, opportunities for the University to work with
local organizations, to create a positive impact on economic development.
To engender greater awareness of existing and newly formed alliances, whereby the general
populace is more cognizant of projects involving mutual cooperation.

Steering Committee
A group of twelve people will be selected, six each from the University and Ellensburg
communities, to represent the diversity of the Kittitas Valley. This committee will meet at least
quarterly to assist in the program planning of the community development plan. The Vice
President for URiYersity Advancement will serve as eon1fflittee ehair.The chair will alternate each
year between the university and the community.
Authoritv
Central Washington University authorizes the division of University Advancement to initiate.
develop and implement a community development plan under the purpose and objectives
described above. The Vice President for University Advancement has the full support of the
President and the University Cabinet to accomplish the stated objectives. A progress report will
be made annually stating accomplishments and obstacles.

Adopted by President's Cabinet 3/13/95
Amended at Community Meeting 5/18/95
C
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

REPORT

TO:

Faculty Senators

FROM:

AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR
FACULTV OPINION SURVEY OF ADMINISTRATORS:
Allen Gulezian, Business Administration (CHAIR)
Dan Fennerty, Education
Ken Hammond, Geography

DATE:

May 31, 1995

Wrth this report we are distributing to you the results of the 1994-95 Faculty Opinion
Survey of Administrators.
Of 369 full-time faculty surveyed, 134 (36%) responded to the questionnaire.
Frequency of responses has been noted at the top of each position's report. A
simple mean and a standard deviation of the responses for this year are reported
by question.
These results, as well as the comments concerning each administrator, will be
forwarded to the surveyed administrator and to the board or individual to whom he
or she reports.

C:\WP5l\ADMINSUR\REPORT95.COV

Barge 409 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg , WA 98926-7509 • 509-963-3231 • SCAN 453-3231 • FAX 509-963-3206
EEO/AA/TITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 5!»-963-3323
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FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF TilE UNWERSITY PRESIDENT

rt~~J:~:~~~~'fP'A·~.!~~~\~IM;!1·~~~~~ ;y~
1.

Stimullltcs imagina!M and n:alistic plans for the futwe of the University.

291

284

3.03

-.-

234

217

UXI

2

Impin:s ooofidencc in his ability to deal with problems.

2.81

290

3.~

-.-

1.97

L87

O!J7

3.

1\x:uscs Oil basic and fundamental issues..

3.12

297

3.32

-.-

264

240

1.18

4.

HvidaK:cs respect and trust for faculty in University gowemancc.

2.60

2.86

299

---

1.7S

L 71

L~

5.

Supports a meaningful role for faculty in University gowemanre.

262

2.85

3.02

---

200

L8S

1.15

6.

CommwJil:ates in a clear and

3.16

3.29

3I1

---

256

2I1

L14

7.

Actively utilizes faculty expertise for problem resolution.

255

2.42

2.7l

-.-

2.18

2ffl

L12

8.

Provides advance notice of changes important to morale, teaching. rcsean:h and public service..

293

3.05

3.01

-.-

2.42

2.23

L14

9.

Wmts ef'fcctively with the legislature to obtain support and funding for University projects.

321

331

3.34

-.-

3.~

2.53

1I1

10.

Wmts ef'fcctively in the loca.l community for the support of the University.

3.69

3.60

3.71

2.89

206

120

11.

Woxb ef'fcctively to obtain non-state support and funding for University projects.

3.77

3.49

3.51

-.-

229

219

L32

12.

Rqln:scnts the University academic programs ef'fcctively to the Boaid of Trustees.

3.29

3.44

3.46

-.-

236

222

1.18

13.

Projects a poliitivc image of the University to the public.

329

338

3.43

-.-

3.04

221

L24

14.

Anticipates and deals with problems other than having to face them as crises.

297

296

3.18

-.-

2.85

2.53

L16

15.

Dues decisions Oil stated University goals and proccdun:s..

3.00

3.13

321

---

2.19

2.57

L19

16.

Makes timely dccisioos in academic matters.

283

292

3.09

---

2.52

241

L09

17.

Properly delegates responmility and OODUilellSUI8te authority.

299

3.24

3.16

-.-

228

L98

LtO

18.

Demolu;trates integrity and booc:sty in dealing with other&.

280

3.23

3.26

---

2.86

2.59

1.29

19.

Activelr supports a strong intellectual atmospbere..

3.05

3.30

3.16

-.-

217

2.05

L2S

~ manner.

Tile RSpOIIliiC categories for this lilm'ey are:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agree
2 = Diliagree
5 = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutial 1 = Strongly Disagree
NOOF.: ONLY categories 1-5 aiC coosideicd in Mean and SD.

(C\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS595; May 19, 1995]

SD = SfANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 - hF 1

20.

ADocatcs IC~DUI~:eS effectively 1D maintain the long-range viabiliJ¥ of academic programs.

Mainlains and suppor1S the appropriate emphasis for the diverse aspects of the
2L
UndeJgraduate LiJeral Am
22.
Probsiooal Programs
21
Gxaduate Programs
24.
Rcsean:h

I

2.80

3.24

109
3.14
2.98

3.45
3.16
3.33
3.24

3.3S
121
123
3.02

---

2.20

2.13
2.11

---

--·

--·

---

4.18

4.30 111

1.04

I

2.62

I

I

232 II

228 Ill

Lll

2.78

2.75

L27
1.12
Ll7

Unive~

~

2S.

Actively COOOUillgc5 diversity in

26.

Actively eocouragcs diversity in Sllldent recruitment.

I

- a•·

I

27.

F.Dcomap full participation by faculty in decision mating.

I

---

28.

F.Dcomap the ~lopmcnt and utilization of tcamwoit..

I

7!J.

fum:rs po&itM working n:latioo.ship&.

30.

Dellllllmtiatcs commitment 1D CXIDtinuous quality implollemcnt througbout the unM:rsity.

·------

The response categories for this survey are:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agn:e
2 = Disagn:e
S = Sb'Ongty Agree 3 = Neutial 1 = Stroogiy Di&agl'cc
Nom: ONLY categories 1-S are OO!Wdcrcd in Mean and SD.

---

2.Tl I

I

I

----·

I

I

·--

I

---

I

I --- I

-------

rn
2:19

I

1.22

-----

I

---

I

4.22 II

4..17 Ill

L04

I

I

2.08 II

L'iti Ill

LQS

·-·
---

I

I

2.30 II

2.04 Ill

L16

---

I

--·------

I

2.49

2.00 I~I~
2.2S
Ll7

SD
(C:\WPS1\ADMINSUR\RESULTS59S; May 19, 1995)

2.84

=

STANDARD DEVIATION
Nay 1995 - Pap: 2

FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF THE PROVOST/ VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
"---- ·.H.- .. ··::~:~;~-rrr~:=-r;f:~~~-:-~..

. , .. ---:-:-===·Y:-:-... -· «·X·' ......

---·

-

~~~@Jt~~u~~.•~ .

-----~=-

·~

ij:i•"'-

'-'-!··

)jWiK...

2.62 1

2.72

---

lospires c:oofidence in his ability 1D deal witb problems.

2.88 1

3.16

3.

Focuses on basic and fundamental issues.

3.07

3.20

-.-...-

.t.

EvidcDces n:spect and trust for

facul~

in UnM:rsi~ governance.

281

3.28

---

S.

Supports a meaningful role for

facul~

in

2.86

3.0S

6.

Communicates in a clear and

3.20

3.52

7.

~ly

2.72

2.93

8.

Provilles adwooc notice of c:hanp important to morale, teaching, Iaile8ldl and public service.

2.74

3.14

9.

Wmb cffectM:Iy with the legililatwe to obtain support and funding for

3.06

3.12

10.

Wmb cffectM:Iy in the local communi~ for tbc support of the UnM:rsi~.

2.88

3.15

11.

Wmb cffectM:Iy ID obtain non-51ate support and funding for

12.

Rqxacnts the

13.

Projects a positive image of the

14.

Anticipalai and deals with problelllli rather tban having ID face them as crises.

15.

Bases decisions on Slated

16.

1.

StiomJaa imaginative and realistic plans for the futu:re of the

2.

~

UnM:rsi~

UnM:rsi~-

governance.

manner.

utilizJ:s faculty apertisc for problem resolution.

UnM:rsi~

projects.

-.-

-.---

3.76

-.-

3.21

3.38

2.7-t

3.01

3.26

3.48

Makl:s timely decisions in academic matteis.

2.78

3.22

-.-------

17.

Properly dclefiiitl:s responmili~ and COIIIIIJeii5Urllte authority.

2.37

281

18.

DciiiDIIStralai integrity and bonCiily in dealing with other&.

3.63

19.

Adiw:ly support!; a strong intellectual atmosnheJ'r_

3.32

academic progr.uns cffectM:Iy ID the BoanJ of TrustJ:c:&.
u~~

UnM:rsi~

to the public.

goals and procxduxcs.

1bc rapoDiiiC categories for this ~ arc:
10
Cannot Judge
4
Agn:e
2 = Disap=
5 = Strongly Agn:e 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree
NO'IE: ONLY categories 1-5 ue COD&idcrcd in Mean and SD.

=

2.76

3.7-t

0.99

2.88

3.62

L12

-.-

3.16

3.79

O!J7

-.-

2.82

3.Tl

1.15

-.-

2.94

3.75

LIS

353

2.84

L29

2.92

3.35

1.16

2.72

3.32

1.11

2.88

3.46

1.17

3.45

3.00

UB

2.74

3.24

1.16

-.-.-.-.-

UnM:rsi~ projcc1s.

3.52

Uniwc~

-.-.-

-.-.-

3.3-t

3.SS

LOS

356

3.72

L06

---

2.88

3.81

LOS

-.-

2.72

3.75

().98

-.-

3.02

3.60

1.11J

---

-.-

3.06

3.10

o.95

3.98

-.-

3.57

4..06

().98

3.50

-.-

-.-.-

3.35

.t.z2

o.99

=

[C\WPS1\ADMINSUR\RESULTS59S; May 19, 1995]

SD = srANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 - hF 3

~~nw~~;:;~~ :,'.· ;~··
20.

Allocates xesou.n:es effectiwely to maintain the loog-rang,e viabiliJ:Y of ac:ademic pogratD&

Maintains and supports the appropriate emphasis for the divel'liC aspects of the Univenii.ty:
2L
Underpuate U>eial A.ru
22.
23..

24..

Professional Programs
Graduate Programs
Rcsearcb

SD

1~ '
•• ,,'c• ~d
·~r.r ·

.:

·:co:."'

2.97

3.09

2.94

3.69

l.OS

3.46
3.15
331
3.15

3.61
3.20
331
3..33

3..33
3.25

2..89

3.93
3.88
3.96
3.78

0.91
L02
1.02
Ll3

3.21

25.

Artnely enromages diversi.J:Y in slaffing.

3.39

4.02

0.87

26.

~ly

3.44

3.96

0.94

27.

Eaoowa.ges Cull participation by faculty in decisioo making.

2.~

356

Ll7

28.

Barourages the de.oelopmcnt and utilization of teaJIIwOik..

2.95

3.54

1.14

29.

Fb&ter5 poQtive WOJting xelatioru;hips..

3.17

3.55

L24

30.

Demonstrates commitment to oontinuous quality improvcment tbrougbout the UDM:rsi.J:Y.

3.32

4.05

1.02

enromages divenii.ty in studeot n:cruitment.

Tile xespo!liC cateppric:s for Ibis IIUnle)' are:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = ~
2 = Disagce
5 = Stroagly ~ 3 = Neutral 1 = Stroagly DisagRC
NC1IE: ONLY catejJJries 1-5 axe considered in Mean and SD.

-

[C\WP51\ADMINSUR.\RESULTS59.5; M.ay 19, 1995]

SD = STANDARD DEVIATION
Nay 1995 -

hF 4

FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF THE DEAN OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH

: ~;~,~~~,;~~~:;~/:.:,:,,

...

h ....

~:;~i~;;~-:;~,,

.,. . ..

'~-~~:~: ·;11[":. ~~::·~~

1.

Inspires mofidence in his abifi1¥ to deal with problems.

3116

3.03

4.10

3J!O

4.00

1.06

2

.Evidcna:s respect and trust in the faculty to acrcise good judgment.

291

100

4.10

4.01

4.16

uo

3.

Supports a meaningful role Cor faculty in UnM:rsity govemancc.

294

102

4.03

3.78

4.20

1.<r7

4.

Maintains an "open door" atmospiele Cor faculty opinion.

3.~

324

4.U

4.10

4.26

1.<r7

5.

Comonmicatcs in a clear and

3.26

142

433

4.19

4.29

0.96

6.

.Ac~Miy

3.00

111

3.90

3.80

3!J7

Lll

7.

P:rovidCii advance notil:e of changes important to IDOillle, teaching, :rescan:h and public servitt..

3.01

3.23

4..()7

3.77

4..()3

0.99

8.

Supports faculty positions when appropriate.

3.06

3.08

195

3.98

4.23

0.99

9.

Supports students' positions wbc:n appropriate.

2.88

1<r7

331

3.98

4.08

0.94

10.

Projcc1s a positive image of the UnM:rsity to the public..

3Zl

353

4.15

4.U

4.26

0.99

11.

Anticipates and deals with problems rather than baving to face them as crises.

3.00

331

183

3.84

199

0.89

12

Bases decisions on stated University goals and procedures.

3.26

331

4.<r7

3..86

4.10

0.93

13.

DeiDODStratcs integrity and honesty in dealing with

o~

3.47

3.49

4.26

422

439
-

14.

.Ac~Mly

supports a strong intellectual atmosphere..

3.68

3.67

4.26

4.16

438

0.95

15.

.Ac~Mly

enoourages diversity in staffing.

-

3.93

4.02

LOl

16.

.Ac~Mly

encourages diversity in stndc:nt recruitment.

4.10

4Zl

0.99

17.

Encourages full participation by faculty in decision making.

-

174

4.00

1.14

18.

Eocourages the

3.93

1.09

19.

Fosters positive wmting relationship&.

-3.85
4.06

421

LOS

20.

DeiDODStrall:s commitmc:nt to continuous quality improvement throughout the university.

4.00

4.19

1.02

21.

.Ac~Miy

-

424

1.19

~

manner.

utilizes faculty apertise Cor problem ICS>Iution.

~lopment

-

and utilization of te.amwoik..

-

enoourages faculty prokssiooal ~lopment.

Tile response categories Cor this su:rw:y are:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agree
2 = Disagree
5 = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree
NOTE: ONLY categories 1-5 are coosidered in Mean and SD.

-

430

SD
(C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\RFSULTS.595; May 19, 1995]

-

-

-

1.03

= STANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995

-I'IIF 5

FACUL1Y OPINION SURVEY OF UIE DEAN OF ACADEMIC SERVICES

:~;.~~-~~~:. . rx~J2sJ;iJ~t~;~:-:;<~\
-:: ·.-::~ (:-.·

:.,

. ••·• '· "'--~~'A!.

•·····•

A:t ~%~1fl'i !J~~~:'"1!i~:~~~-~~

L

IDspires ~ in his ability 1D deal with problems.

3.20

3.01

1.2S

2.

IDspires cnlhu.siasm fur University goals.

3.50

3.~

1.17

3.

Evidences respect and trtit in the facuJty 1D «:Ercisc p>d judgmcnL

3.39

3.00

1.22

4.

Supports a meaningful role fur madty in Uo.iYersity goyemaoce.

3.2S

2.79

1.30

5.

Enoourap fuU participation by faculty in decision making.

3.15

2.74

1.25

6.

Enoourap the development and utili7aboo of ll:amwoik.

3.55

3.03

1.111

7.

Maintains an "open door"

atlnOsJilere fur faculty opinion.

3.59

3.57

127

&.

Maintains an "open door"

atlnOsJilere fur student&.

3.80

3.68

1.1.8

9.

Coasistr:ntly follows lmown proocdun:s.

3.33

3.09

1.33

10.

Suppom facuJty positions when

3.46

3.19

1.23

11.

Supports students' positions when

3.75

3.44

1.17

12.

Communicate& in a clear and organizJ:d manner.

3.46

3.19

1.21

13.

Olmmunicatc& important information in a timely IIIIUlller.

3.39

3.09

1.27

14.

ActM:Iy utili=; fuadty apertisc: fur problem resolution.

3.11

2.83

1.29

15.

Provides advance notice of changes important 1D moraJc, teaching. rcscan:h and public service.

3.23

286

1.14

16.

Anticipate& and dc:als wilh problems ralher !han having 1D faa: !hem as crises.

3.18

2.99

LU

17.

Bases decisions on stall:d University goals and proa:dun:s.

3.43

3.U

1.17

1&.

Demonstrate& inllegrity and hone5ty in dealing wilh otber&.

3.63

3.28

1.33

19.

ActM:Iy &upports a strong inlleiJcctual ai:!DosJUen:.

20.

ActM:Iy eaoourages cfuelliity in 5laffing.

21.

Aantelyl

~~~

-

appmpria~
appropria~

; cfuersity in student rccruitmcnL

1'he tespOD&e callegorics fur this ~ are:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agree
2 = Disagree
5 = Strongly' Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree
NO'IE: ONLY caliegmies 1-5 an: consideral in Mean and SD.

SD
(C\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.595; May 19, 1995)

= STANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 - Pqc 6

y~

'
;

~~-:-:&~ -------

.- u~kt%!.~~;; ~ ~--~:~;

·~ . . . ~":':~·:· ffi!~~~:~~;·:~~~}~ l)j:~~·;, ·,~; :"·,~~

22.

R:lslcrs positM: working relationlib.ips.

3.52

3.11 Ill

1.23

23.

Dcmoostratcs commitment ID oontinuous qualily improvement throughout the university.

3.45

2.88

131

24.

Performs effi:c:IM:Iy the !ask of :rccnaitment of students.

3.80

3.18

1.41

2S.

Performs effi:c:IM:Iy the task of retention of students.

3.86

331

133

26.

Performs effi:c:IM:Iy the task of resolution of student problems.

3.83

3.42

1.22

27.

DeaJs effi:c:IM:Iy with cbairs and departments.

3.30

210

1.40

Provides lcadcllihip and cooxdination for:
Genenl Acldemic Advising
1!J.
Acldemic Stills Program
(•)
Q)operatM: Education
30.
Individual Studies Major Program
31.
UnM:rsity Catalog
32.
Coordination of IIIBikting. promotion, and lidleduling of tillliiDICr session claQ;cs.

3.36
3.40
330
3.39
334

3.00
3.16

1.53
131

~B Il

1.22

28.

The RSpODSC categories for this &1I1'\IC)' are:
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = ~
2 = Disagree
5 = Strongly~ 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree
NOIE.: ONLY categories 1-5 an: considered in Mean and SD.

[C\WP51\AD.MINSUR\RESULTS.595; May 19, 1995)

298

-.-

1.13
1.15

SD = SI"ANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 -

PaF 7

FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF TilE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS

.

,r~~~~P~f~.;:,"::,~·~~~~-~ ~,. !r~~lr~j '!,!~ c~;t,t
2.36

3.26

3..07

134

3..45

3.71

3..79

1.19

3.72 I

-.- I JIT I
-.4.00 1
-.- I 3.52 I

2.79

3..42

336

L40

Supports facully positions when appropriate.

352 I

-.-

3.36 I

2.79

3.19

3.40

1.39

5.

Suppom students' positions when appropriate.

3.89

-.-

3.71

3..15

3.58

359

1.I7

6.

Perfonmi effectM:Iy the ta5k of rccruilment of students.

3.70

3.31

2.98

3.22

3.36

1.29

7.

Perfonmi effi:c:tM:Iy tbe talik of Ietention of students.

3.73

354

3.23

3.30

3.25

1.37

8.

Pt:rfutiDi effectM:Iy tbe talik of IeliOiution of student problems.

3..&5

3.48

3.11

3.62

350 Ill

1..33

9.

~ly

3.33

-.-.-.-.-

2.97

254

2.98

3.02 Ill

1.32

10.

Commwrlcall:$ important information in a timely manner.

321

-.-

3.10

2.49

2.89

3.13 Il l

1.30

1L

Projects a positive image of the

3.78

12.

Deals effi:c:tM:Iy with chairs and departments.

13.

~ly

14.

~ly

15.

Em:ourages fuU participation by l"acully in decision making.

16.

Enrouiagcs the de1elopment and utilization of teamwort..

17.

~

18.

DclllOilStrall:$ commitment to mntinuous quality

L

lnspiiai confidence .in his abilily to deal with problems.

3.45

1

2.

Maintains an "open door" atmospllcie fur students.

4.13

1

3.

Coosisb::ntly follows known procedures.

4.

utiliD:s facully experti!ie fur problem IeliOiution.

I
I

351

2.81

3.68

3.60 Ill

1.24

3.46

-.-.-

3..19

2.37

3.20

3.23 Ill

1.25

encourages diYcrsily in staffing.

-.-

-.-

-.-

-.-

3.71

3./ti

121

enmurages diYcrsily .in student rccruilmenL

-.-.-.-

-.-

-.-.-

3..92

4.12

0!}7

-.-.-.-

-.-.-

251

2.78

1.30

-.-

-.-

3.11

3.20

1.19

-.-

-.-

336

3.29

1.38

-.-

-.-

-.-

3.33

3..39

1.33

~ly to

the public.

positive wmting Ielaliomihips.
~mcnt

1llc: RSpODSC ca~gorics for this suney are:
10 = Canoot Judge
4 = AgJee
2 = Disa~
5 = Strongly AgJee 3 = Neut:ral 1 = Strongly Di&a~
NUfE: ONLY ca~gories 1-5 are mnsidcred in Mean and SD.

througbout the

-.-.-

SD

(C:\WP51\ADIIIINSUR\RESULTS595; May 19, 1995)

= STANDARD DEVIATION
Nay 1995 - hF 8

FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF THE DEAN OF CONTINUING EDUCATION (NEW POSmON)

"" . .'"]@1ii:JI~:t,•;;·, ' s'
The Dean

.·• : :;: :.

Ji~$i:fl~dilaib00;:'

~:-'",

. ':

./{)J: ..,;,._,,:_.,,_:,:.:.:,-:·::-:-:-.-' -- "-- ,., .. .

-...-

-~-.

• •• '

• _.

•

·--: '..VO-"{

~.

< . ...:;
.~

> ""(_: ,.{;~ •,y.l'.

~,,

•, •--._-..:_:.; , . , y . ,

:-.

1.

Inspires coofidcnce in her ability 1D deal with problems.

2.

EvideDc%s n:spcct and trust in the faculty to

3.

·.' . , ••.•.•,•,•.•-;; •-·-•,>'Y·Yy'('-';.' .._,,

mi

'

·.:-.,.:::.:-;·:,

:

..

__(:::.....:_.

:...::,;-- :;:.....-.;- -:·•• • ··:·;-.-~·X-:-:.::_.

... ......

.. , . "'<<.r· r ·<$lfi $

. ! WA~(-1~~x.-, ! ~:

.... ·-·- ::«:: ..
'r~~tm: 66

~-.

:i

:{_.::·:

.... t(:-.., , :~~--- ..: ... .-:.-... ;.... .

"

.,..: ....... -~ ' ....'

'!'•

.. :·

....-

199.5 . ' ·Xl~Jt,:.-~·

~ -i

~

t.' ., . .,-,• ......-h.

····"

~

---~-~~--~- - ..... %:

3.78

L36

3.90

L13

Supports a meaningful role fur faculty in l.Jniwersity goycmance..

4.07

L02

4.

Commonicaii:S in a clear and org;mized manner.

4.05

L~

5.

AdMly utilizes faculty apertisc fur problem JU10lutioo.

4.00

1.07

6.

ProvicJa advarux notice of changes important to morale, teaching. rcsean:b and public service.

3.87

L07

7.

Wods cffcctM:ly to obtain non-state support fur University projects..

4.44

0.64

8.

Projects a po5itive image of the University to the public.

4.~

1.03

9.

Anticipak:s and dc:al5 with proble1115 rather than having to face them u cri&c&.

3.76

l.al

10.

Bases cJccil;;ioos

slated University goals and procxdUJ:e&.

4.07

0.81

11.

Property delegates .:esponsibility and commensurate authority.

3.94

0.98

12.

Dcmoostraii:S integrity and boncsty in dealing with others..

4.11

1.25

13.

AdMly supports a strong intellcctual al:mO&phc=

3.91

1.07

14.

AIIocaii:S n:&DUICCS cflcctively to maintain the long-range viability of academic progJiiiiiS.

4.13

O!J7

15.

AdMly CDOOUiagcs diversity in

4.20

0.77

16.

.AdMly CDOOUiagcs dM:rsity in student recruitment.

4.22

0.73

17.

Eacourap full participation by faculty in decision

3.89

L12

18.

Eacourap the dc:Yclopmcot and utilization of ll:alnwolk..

4.24

0.92

19.

Fosk:Is po5itive womng relationships.

4.10

1.21

20.

Dcmoostrallcs commitment 1D continuous quality i.nlpro\ICmcnt lhrougbout the 1111Mnity.

4.14

0.98

OD

~

good judgment.

staffin~

makin~

'lbc response categories fur this survey arc:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agree
2 = Disagr=
5 = Strongly Agree 3 = NcuttaJ 1 = Strongly D~
NOIE: ONLY categories 1-5 arc CODSidcn:d in Mean and SD.

SD
[C\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS595; Nay 19, 1995)

=

5rANDARD DEVIATION
Nay 1995 - Pap: 9

FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF mE DEAN OF LIBRARY SERVICES

~~~~~~:~. ~:~, .<, .::'"~:~*7:~:~:.<!:~:~~j~!] [~~;~

,.-.,rii:·::·i
~-·'!::~'~;

I -.- I

2.28

-.-

3.00

5.00

0.00

-.-

2.17

-.-

2.80

5.00

0.00

-.-

2.52

-.-

350

450

058

3.06

-.-

2.17

2.80

4.7.5

050

353

254

3.00

450

058

4.06

-.-.-

-.-.-

3.25

4.7.5

050

Communicates in a clear and organized manner.

3.00

-.-

2.38

3.20

4.7.5

050

8.

ActiYcly utilizJ:s faculty apertise for problem resolution.

3.06

-.-

2.36

4.00

4.7.5

050

9.

Provides advance notice of changes impor1an.t ID DJ0Ia1e, tcacbing. rescan:b. and public service.

2.82

-~-

2.45

2.7.5

450

058

10.

When invited ID do so, reprcsenbi lhe Libr.uy eflectively 1D lhe Board of Truslces..

4.00

-.-

3.64

3.25

4.00

0.00

11.

Projects a po5itive image of lhe UnM:rsity ID the public.

350

-.-

291

-.-

3.7.5

5.00

0.00

12

Deals effectively with departments.

3.23

265

-.-

3.00

4.7.5

050

13.

IS able ID obtain an equitable sbaie of the UnM:rsity-wide resow:a:s.

4.30

3.30

-.-

2.80

3.33

058

14.

Deals fair:Iy and impartially with faculty.

3.18

2.38

-.-

2.40

5.00

0.00

15.

GM:s positive, constructM: criticism.

3.23

1.95

-.-

2.40

5.00

0.00

16.

Anticipates and deals with problems rather tban having ID face them as crises.

3.07

3.25

4.7.5

050

17.

Bases decisions on Slated UnM:rsity goals and procedures.

3.26

18.

Properly delegates :rcsponsiJility and OOJJlDJCIISUI'3.te authority.

3.18

19.

Rcwaxds quality performanoe..

20.
21.

1.

Stimulates imaginative and :rcalislic plans for the future of the Libr.uy.

3.38

2.

Inspires ronfideoce in his abilif¥ ID deal with problems.

355

3.

Focuses on basic and fundamental issues.

3.17

4.

Evidences :respect and trust in the faculty 1D czcn:ise good judgmenL

5.

Supports a meaningful role for faculty in University ~

6.

Maintains an "open

7.

~

atmospben: for faculty opinion.

-.-.-.-.-.-

I

2.96

-.-.-.-.-

2.05

3.15

-.-.-.-

2.44

DeiDDDlitilltes integrity and honc:lity in dealing with others.

3.17

-.-

2.59

ActiYcly suppmu a strong intellectual atmospbere.

355

-.-

2.91

"The

2.53

-.-

3.25

450

058

1.94

-.-

2.80

5.00

0.00

27.5

5.00

0.00

260

4.7.5

050

3.40

4.7.5

050

-.-.-

respoose categories for thili suney are:

4 = Agree
2 = DisagJCC
5 = Slrongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Slrongly DisagJCC
NOIE: ONLY categories 1-5 are ooosidered in Mean and SO.
10

I

= Cannot Judge

SO
[C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS595; May 19, 1995)

= STANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 - Pqc 10
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]2.

Actively lillpports quality in the Limuy.

3.16

3.00

4.67

0.58

23.

Allocates n:soura:s effectively 1D maintain the long-I31lge viability of the Limuy.

2liS

280

4.75

0.50

24.

Consistently follows known procedures.

247

3.50

4.75

0.50

25.

Supports faculty positions when appropriate..

2.39

3.00

5.00

0.00

26.

Supports students' positions when appropriate..

292

275

4.75

0.50

"lbe RSpOIIliC categories for this SUJ'\Ie}' are:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agree
2 = Disagree
5 = Slrollgly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Slrongly Disagree
NOIE: ONLY categories 1-5 an: c:oosidered in Mean and SO.

SO
[C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\RFSULTS.595; May 19, 1995)
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= STANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 -

PafF 11

FACULIY OPINION SURVEY OF THE DEAN OF THE COlLEGE OF LEITERS, ARTS AND SCIENCES

~~~~~B;, ·~~. :~'" . . ~~!1H'~fYiJI~'~FW

'

'

1.

Stimulates imagioatM: and realistic plans for the future of the Collc~L

3.49

3.48

3.66

3.43

2.65

193

LOl

2.

lnspiies roofidcnce in his/her ability ID deal with problems..

3.93

4.06

4.05

3..30

2.83

424

L02

3.

Rx:uscs 011 basic and fundamental issues.

3.61

3.83

4.05

3.37

3.23

4.19

0.92

4.

Evidences IeSpCct and trust in the faculty ID CJICICise good judgment.

4.24

4.17

432

359

3.02

4.41

1.01

5.

Supports a meaningful role for faculty in University jpemanc:e..

4.13

4.04

4.14

3.56

3.26

4.42

0.98

6.

Maintains an "open door" atmolipbere for faculty opinjoo.

4.44

4.41

4.44

4.05

3.67

4.53

0.82

7.

Communicates in a clear and orpnized manner.

4.06

4.11

421

3.69

3.67

4.44

0.89

&.

ActM:ly utilize5 faculty apertise for problem resolution.

3..80

4.07

4.00

3.55

3.20

4.18

1.06

9.

Provides advancx notice of cbanp important ID IDOilllc, ~ing. resean:b and public l5leiVice.

3.67

3.94

4.00

332

3.28

4.15

0.95

When invited ID do w, represcniS the CollcgeiSchool academic program eflcctj,ely ID the Boanl of

3.81

421

4.19

3.46

3..30

424

LlO

4.11

427

435

J_;,)

3.19

4..46

0.83

432

4.16

4.06

335

3.~

4..47

LOS

3.71

3.41

3.49

3.14

2.56

3.92

Ll8

10.

Trusu:es.
ima~

of the

~rsity

11.

Projects a positM:

ID the public.

12.

Deals eflcctj,ely with cb.aini and departments.

13.

Is able to obtain an cquimble libare of the

14.

Deals fairly and impartially with faculty.

4.1)2

4.28

422

3.41

3.10

4..40

Ul6

15.

Giw:s positive, oonstiuctive criticism.

3.95

4.02

4.14

3.37

3.15

4.26

0.99

16.

Anticipates and deals with problems rather than having ID face them as crises.

3.43

3.83

3.76

3.06

2.96

4..14

0.98

17.

Dues decisions oo staled UDMrsity goals and proocd=

3.87

3.98

4.15

3..44

3.04

4.44

0.19

1&.

Makes timely dc:cisioru; in academic mattcn;..

3.91

3.87

3..87

3.39

2.96

432

0.85

19.

Properly deleptcs responsibility and

3..80

3.92

4.1Jl

3.39

2.95

4..30

0.96

20.

Rcwaids qualily performance.

3.58

3.81

3.94

3.41

286

3.85

Ul6

~rsity-wide I'CliOillreS..

OOIJliDCDSUl'a~

authority.

The response ca~gorics for Ibis suney are:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agree
2 = Disagree
5 = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree
NOIE: ONLY ca~gories 1-5 are considered in Mean and SD.

[C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.595; May 19, 1995)

SD = STANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 -

I'BF 12

21.

DciiiDDStratcs integrity and honesty in dealing with othCIS..

I

4.44

I

4.44

I

4.50

I

3.66 I

3.23

II

453 Ill

0.86

22.

AdM:ly supports a strong intciJcctua.l atmosphere.

I

4.15

I

4.09

I

422

I

3.73

I

3.48

II

4.35

Ill

0.94

23.

AdM:ly supports quality in the academic progr.uns.

I

4.30

I

3.11

I

4.20

I

3.7l I

3.50

II

4.40

Ill

0.91

24.

Allocates n:soun:es eflcctively to maintain the long-nngc viability of academic programs.

I

3.95

I

3.64

I

3.1)7

I

322 I

2.(1) II

4.04

Ill

0.98

2S.

Cansistmdy follows known procedures.

I

4.06

I

4.02

I

4.19

I

3.26

I

2.90 II

4.30

Ill

0.93

26.

Supports faculty positions wbeo appropriate..

I

4.04

I

4.06

I

4.25

I

3.49 I

3.30

II

4.35

Ill

0.98

27.

Supports students' positions wbeo appropriate..

I

4.07

I

4.14

I

422

I

3.49

I

3.45

II

422

Ill

0.99

28.

AdM:ly encou:ragcs dM:rsity in !ilaffing.

350

29.

AdM:ly encourages d~ty in student n=uitment.

1~1~

I

---

---

·--

-.-

I I -.- I ·-- I
-.-

3.39

4.28

0.99

The IeSpOI1liC catcgoria; for this 5111VCf an::

10 = Cannot Judge
4 = AgJ:ee
2 = Disagree
5 = Strongly AgJ:ee 3 = Neutxal 1 = Strongly Disagree
NOIE: ONLY catcgoriel; 1-5 an: coosidered in Mean and SO.

[C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS595; May 19, 1995)

SO = SfANDARD DEVIATION
Nay 1995 -

Pa&e 13

FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

~~~~·~~M~~~
L

Slimulates imaginatM: and realislil: plans Cor the futon: of the College/Sdlool

3.90

3.75

3.61

2

IDspircs oon.lidem:c in hil;lhc:r ability tD deal with problems.

3.58

3.58

3.66

3.

ftJcu&cs Oil basic and fundamental issues.

3.84

3.79

3.89

4.

Evidc:Dces respect and

4.00

3.32

1.3S

4.04

294

1.46

-.-

4.13

3.16

L32

3.'iU

3.54

3.66

-.-

4.26

3.48

L44

S.

Suppons a meaningful role for faculty in University gowcmancc.

4.00

3.79

3.81

-.-

4.13

354

1.35

6.

Maintains an "open door"

a~

4.05

4.29

4.11

-.-

4.39

3.63

1.45

7.

Communicates in a clear and organizl::d manner.

4.07

4.29

4.16

-.-

4.~

3.19

1.49

8.

.Actj,ely utilizl:s faculty expertise for problem resolution.

3.7l

3.39

3.89

-.-

4.26

3.21

1.47

9.

Provides advance notia: of c:ban.p important to morale, beacb.ing, n:sean:h and public service.

3.92

3.87

3.87

-.-

3.96

3.00

1.46

4.23

4.36

4.19

-.-

4.33

3.95

1.13

10.

Wbeu invited tD do so,

trust

in the faculty to acn:is: good judgment.

~ts

for faculty opinion.

the CollegeiSchool academic program eflCctivcly to the Boaid of

-.-

T:mmcs.
11.

Projects a positM: image of the UnM:rsity to the public.

4.17

4.42

4.05

-.-

4.39

4.00

0.94

12

Deals eflCctivcly with cbairs and departments.

3.77

3..86

3.73

-.-

4Zl

3.14

1.56

13.

Is able tD obtain an equitable libare of the University-wide resoun:es..

3.32

3..38

3.64

-.-

3.65

3.52

L34

14.

Deals fairly and impartially with faculty.

355

3.64

3.65

-.-

4.17

3.18

L42

15.

Gives positive, CODSbuctive criticism.

3.69

3.67

3.77

-.-

4.20

3.44

1.23

16.

Anticipates and dea1s with problems nther than having to face them as crises.

3.76

3.63

3.69

-.-

4.00

264

1.28

17.

Dues deci&ions on stated University goals and procedures.

3.82

3..86

4.00

-.-

4.05

3.50

1.02

18.

Mates timely decisions in academic matters.

3.80

3.83

3.89

-.-

3.77

3.21

L18

19.

Properly delegates RSpODSibility and COIIIIIJCIISiliate authority.

3.88

3.61

4.00

-.-

3.91

3.U

1.56

20.

RewanJs quality performance.

3.50

3.54

3.78

-.-

3.73

- 3.10

1.42

The rcspoDliC categories Cor this lilJ.niC1 are:
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agree
2 = Disagree
5 = Slrollgly Agree 3 = Neutial 1 = Slrollgly Disagree
N<JJE: ONLY categories 1-5 are considered in Mean and SD.

SD
[C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.59S; May 19, 1995)

= STANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 -

Pari: 14

~!~ . . r~;;!~JL4h~l!~'r~:fii~'...·~~~~·~l~fft"~. fE1 ~!f]
21.

DeiDODStratcs integrity and honesty in dealing with othen;.

3.78

3.92

4.00

22.

ActM:Iy suppom a strong intellectual atmospbe=

3.79

4.25

4.~

23.

ActM:Iy 5UppOrts quality in the: academic progJ'31DS.

4.24

4.~

4.11

24.

ADocatcs IaiOilia:s effectively 1D main lain the loog-range viability of academic progJllDlS-

3.44

3.67

2S.

Coomtcntly foDows known

3.71

26.

Supports fiK:ulty positions when appropriate..

21.

Supports students' positions when approp1iatc..

28.

-.-

4.25

3.73

1.40

4.04

359

Ull

4.22

3.7l

1..14

351

-.-.-

3.86

3.31

L46

3.74

4.03

-.-

4.05

3.22

L48

4.02

3.79

4.03

-.-

4.17

3.35

1.41

4.00

3.90

3..85

4.24

350

1.20

ActM:Iy cncourages dM:rsity in staffing.

4.1)6

3.96

Ul6

29.

ActM:Iy enrourages diYcrsity in &tudcnt I'CCIUitmenL

4.06

3.78

1.13

30.

Nooitors all pcnjncnt certification and aa:n:diting bodies.

4.44

3..85

1.12

31.

Provides

4.26

3.44

1.-tS

to the: Caller for the r

-

ofScboolPenDODel

Tile :n:spoosc categories for this suney an::
10 = Cannot Judge
4 = Agree
2 = DisagJCC
5 = Stroogly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree
NaiE: ONLY categories 1-5 a~e ooosideied in Mean and SD.

SD
[C\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS595; May 19, 1995]

= STANDARD DEVIATION
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FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF THE DEAN OF THE SafOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

.

~-~~~r:: .~ i~Ci . Tw~,r~r•ll~~~fl.,~
1.

Stimulates imaginatM: and realistic plans for the future of the Collegc/Scbool

356

2.85

4.13

3.42

1..24

2.

IDspircs confidence in hislher abiliJ¥ to deal with

3.44

2.36

4.00

250

1.D9

3.

Focuses on basic and fimdamcntal issues.

356

2.86

4.38

3110

1.28

4.

Evidences n:5pCCl and trust in the facuiJ¥

3.44

2.82

4.13

158

1110

5.

Supports a meaningful role for facuiJ¥ in UnM:rliiJ¥ gmoemance..

3.U

2.73

4.13

2.2S

L42

6.

Maintains an "open

439 I

2.68

4.88

3.75

1.29

7.

Communicates in a clear and organized manner.

250

1.91

4.25

3.75

0.75

8.

.Acti11ely utiJizlcs faculJ¥ apertise for probk:m resolution.

3.22

2.76

3.75

1.82

0.87

9.

Provides advana: notice of changes important to morale, teaching. resean::h and public service.

2.89

259

3.63

3.30

0.95

10.

Wbeu invited to do so, rqm:sents the CollegeiScbool academic program effcctiwcly to the Boanl of
Trusll:cs..

3..36

1..89

420

3.67

1.()3

11.

Projects a positM: image of the UniversiJ¥ to the public.

356

2.73

4.43

3.91

1.14

12.

Dea1s effcctiwcly with cbairs and departments.

3.00

2.38

3.63

150

U7

13.

Is able to obtain an equitable sbaie of the Universily-wide :resourccs.

3.00

31lS

3.43

3..89

0.78

14.

Dea1s fairly and impartially with facuiJ¥.

3.47

2.82

4.38

2.91

1.38

15.

Giues positM; constructive criticism.

3.71

2.62

4..33

2.80

1.32

16.

Anticipates and dea1s with problems rather than having to face them as crises.

3..33

253

4.13

3.09

0.94

17.

Bases decisions on staled UniversiJ¥ goals

3.38

3.0S

4.13

4.17

0.84

18.

Mates timely decisions in academic matters.

3.38

2.73

4.38

3..33

L07

19.

Properly dek:gates ICSpOilliiJilif¥ and commc:ru;urate authorily.

3.47

2.68

3.00

1.75

0.97

2XJ.

&waids IJWllit¥

3..24

3.0S

3.29

2.09

122

~

-.*
to

CJCicise good judgment.

atmospben: for facuiJ¥ opinion.

and procedun:s.

1be I'CiipOIIliiC categories for !hili &uiVey an::
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree
2 = Disi!lgree
5 = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly DisagJt:e
NOTI'.: ONLY categories 1-5 an: coosiden:d in Mean and SD.

(C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS595; May 19, 1995]
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SD = srANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 - PaF 16

2L

Demonstrates integrity and honesty in dealing with others.

22.

ActM:Iy supports a strong intellectual atmosphere.

23.

ActM:Iy supports quality in the academic programs.

24.

Allocaccs

25.

Ccosistr:ntly follows known proa:dun:s.

26.

Supports f.aculty

27.

Supports students'

28.

ActM:Iy enrouragcs d.i\'Cn;ity in staffing.

29.

ActM:Iy CllCXJU[3.gcs di\oersity in studeot recruitmeDL

R:SIOlll"CeS

effecti\lely to mailuain the long-range viability of academic programs.

poatioos when appropriate.
poations wbeo appropriate.

The tapoDSC catepics for this suncy are:
10 = Gmnot Judge
4 = AgRe
2 = Disagree
5 = Stroogty AgRe 3 = Neutia.l 1 = Strongly Disagree
NO"IE: ONLY categories 1-5 are CXJIIliidered in Mean and SD.

I I I I : I :: I
-.I
II
-.-

-.-.-.-.-.-

-.-

3~

3.72

3.42 11~

3.17

1.40

3.78

2.91

3.22

2.?6

3-88

: 1~

2.88

3.24

3.2S

4.17

0.84

359

3.36

4.13

2.36

1.36

3.71

3.28

3J!O

3.75

L50

-.-

-.-.-

4.00

3.71

0.95

-.-

-.-

-.-

3J!O

3..83

0.98

-.-

[C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\RESULTS595; May 19, 1995)

-.-.-

-.-
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SD = STANDARD DEVIATION
May 1995 -

Pa&e 17

Issue of Ethics Law
The Code Committee has withdrawn all proposed changes to the Code
pertaining to the new Ethics Law passed by the legislature in
1994, specifically Section 7.30, for the following reasons:
1) The university's president has requested Assistant Attorney
General Kulik to review all university policies potentially
affected by the Ethics Law. Ms. Kulik will not begin that review
until the summer of 1995 and does not expect to complete it until
fall 1995. Her review may result in the necessity for changes to
the Faculty Code unanticipated by the Code Committee. The Code
Committee therefore decided not to burden the Faculty Senate with
a debate and a vote which may have to duplicated in the future.
2) Ms. Kulik advises that the issue of honoraria, that causes
most concern among the faculty, is not a major problem at this
time. Until the Attorney General's office creates definite
guidelines concerning the acceptance of honoraria, she advises
that department chairs or an appropriate administrator sign
approvals for the receipt of honoraria by faculty members either
before or after payment. She further advises that faculty
members, when performing any outside work, be extremely careful
to avoid a conflict of interest.

(

I

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

May 31, 1995
Ivory Nelson
President
Central Washington University
Campus

Dear President Nelson:
At its meeting on May 31 , 1995, the Faculty Senate Wlanimouslyapproved the following motion concerning distribution
of the July 1, 1995, faculty salary increase as recommended by the Faculty Senate Budget and Executive Committees:

The legislated salary increue scheduled to become effective July l, 1995, will be wed to adjust C.W.U.'a
current faculty salary scale upward by the entire 4 percent (4-Jo) specified by the Legislature.

Rationale:

1)
2)

The faculty salary scale should be adjusted upward to partially offset inflationary
and cost of living pressures since the last faculty salary increase was awarded.
The legislature's late approval of the biennial budget precludes the establishment
of a workable merit award list by July 1, 1995.

The Faculty Senate devoted considerable discussion to merit awards, and although the faculty strongly supports the
concept of a criteria-based merit award system that supports excellent perfonnance and builds quality, it was agreed that
the need for general salary scale adjustment is very great at this time.
Please place this item on the Board of Trustees' JW1e 9, 1995 , agenda pursuant to Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and

Procedure section 8.10.C. below:
There are two budgetary procedures governing the Senate recommendations concerning the distribution of
salary funds :
l.
When final legislative and gubernatorial action on the distribution of funds is completed within the
academic year, the Senate shall, within one month after such action, review the administrative
proposals and make recommendations for the allocation of these funds. The Faculty Senate's
recommendations shall be sent with the administrative proposals to the Board of Trustees at its next
meeting after the Senate makes its recommendations.
When final legi slative and gubernatoria l action on the allocation of salary funds is not completed
2.
•. within the academic year and distribution shall occur at the beginning of the next academic year, the
Senate shall make recommendations, based on existing information, at its last meeting of the academic
year. If the Board of Trustees does not accept the Senate's proposals, it shall provide its rationale in
writing to the Senate at the Senate's fust meeting of the next academic year.

S~cerely,

LJt

?L/:..~,d,C~f_
Faculty
c:

Se~~·

Don Cocheba, Economics Dept., Chair/Faculty Senate Budget Committee

sft

[c:\wpdocs\agendas\95-5-3l.bud]
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

May 31, 1995

Ivory Nelson
President
Central Washington University
Campus
Dear President Nelson:
At its meeting on May 31, 1995, the Faculty Senate approved the attached changes to the Faculty
Code ofPersonnel Policy and Procedure.
Please include the proposed changes for consideration on the Board of Trustees' JW1e 9, 1995,
agenda pursuant to Faculty Code section 1.00 (Board of Trustees, Code, Code Revisions).
Thank you.

Sincerely,

-J;Lt.~~tor.J
Sidney Ne elroad, Chair
Faculty S ate

c:

Beverly Heckart, History Dept., Chair/Faculty Senate Code Committee

sft

[c:\wpdocs\agendas\9S-5-3l.cod]
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PROPOSED CHANGES
FACULTV CODE OF PERSONNEL POUCY AND PROCEDURE
(approved by Faculty Senate 5-31-95)

Page2

I. ISSUE OF DRUG & ALCOHOL
AND EMPLOYMENT POLICIES
2.30

General Responsibilities ofFaculty
.. .Faculty members shall familiarize themselves with the sections of the Central Washington
University Polices Manual that relate to their duties, including the Policy on Sexual
Harassment (2-2.2.12), Family Members Emplovment Policy (2-2.19). Policy on Gender
Equity (2-2.2.13), the Clearance for Protection of Human Subjects (2-2.6), the Code of
Ethics, Use of Animals in Research and Teaching (2-2.37), and Use of State Property (22.38), and the Drug and Alcohol Policy (2-2. 13). [BT Motion 94-27, 6/10/94]

RATIONALE: These references have been inserted at the request of the administrators of the Drug
and Alcohol Policy and, in the case of the Family Members Employment Policy, to meet some of
the concerns recently expressed by the Senate regarding the need for a Code of Ethics for faculty
members.

II. ISSUE OF APPOINTMENTS
)

APPOINTMENTS-- ACADEMIC RANK AND DESIGNATIONS
4.50
Kinds of Appointments [BT Motion 6023, 9/29/86] [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90]
A.
All academic appointments shall be of the following kinds:
1.
probationary,
tenure-track
appointments.
including
shared
appointments:
2.
appointments with tenure. including shared appointments;
3.
administrative appointments;
4.
reRevt'able appoiHtmeRts vvithmtt teRI:lre; full-time non-tenure-track
appointments (lecturers and ranked positions);
5.
part-rime non-tenure-track appointments (-A~djunct appointments for
finstruction, research or clinical practice; clearly and specifically
limited to specific courses, projects or service and limited in time .§
well as remuneration by the duration of the specific assignment);
6.
Special appointments (clearly and specifically limited to a brief
association of one (1) year or less with the university, e.g., visiting
fuettlty
professors and lecturers. emergency appointments,
reappointments of retired faculty members on special conditions,
advisors or counsellors, etc.)~ [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
2.
Appointments to Endowed Chairs.
B.
Coaches and Athletic Directors
b
Those who hold probationary tenure-track appointments are automatically
entitled to a ACW eoAtraet reappointment if they are not notified of
nonrenewal according to the notice requirements of this code. [BT Motion
6156, 6/17/88] (BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]

PROPOSED CHANGES
FACULTY CODE OF PERSONNEL POUCY AND PROCEDURE
(approved by Faculty Senate 5-31-95)

NEW 4. 52

Page 3

Shared Appointments
A shared appointment is one in which two oersons share the resoonsibilitv for
perfonning the duties of one full-time. tenure-track or tenured position that would
normally be filled by one individual. Such shared appointment may be between any
two people who contractually agree to share the single faculty position. The
contracts of such appointments shall clearly specify the responsibilities. rights and
benefits exercised and enjoyed by each party to the appointment.
A.
Shared appointments shall be made within single departments. By definition.
such appointments shall not be divided between or among departments.
!L
Shared appointments shall be for one (I) full-time position .
.L.
Each party to the shared appointment shall be fully qualified for the
responsibilities of the single full-time position.
b.
In order to assure that each party to the shared appointment is eligible
for full employment benefits. each appointee shall be responsible for
one-half {1/2) of the normal load according to Section 7.20 of this
Faculty Code. including teaching. advising and committee work,
L
In university and departmental elections. each party to a shared
appointment shall have one-half ( 1/2) of a single vote.
,k
Each party to a shared appointment shall be evaluated individually for the
purposes of assigning rank. of reappointment and the award of tenure. merit
and promotion. Each individual will be evaluated according to the criteria
and procedures listed in the appropriate sections of this Faculty Code as well
as any additional criteria devised by departments according to such sections.
Parties to the shared appointment shall not evaluate each other.
D.
In the event that one party to a shared appointment terminates or is
tenninated from the position. the remaining appointee shall have the option
of continuing that position as a single. full-time faculty member. Failure of
the remaining appointee to contract for the full position will be understood
to terminate the appointment.
(Shared appointments shall not be confused with: 1) joint appointments in
which the letter of appointment recognizes the appointees' expertise in two
or more disciplines and divides the rights and responsibilities of the faculty
member permanently among two or more departments (e.g.. Professor of
Biology and Geography: Professor of History and Economics): or 2) joint
assignments in which a faculty member with a permanent appointment in one
department divides responsibilities among two or more departments (e.g..
Professor of Chemistry teaching courses in chemistry and mathematics).)
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14.30 Department Chairs- Selection
A.
Each department holds an election to select its chair at a meeting presided
Only full-time faculty members in a
over by the appropriate dean.
department shall be eligible to vote in this election. except that individuals
sharing an appointment shall vote only according to the provisions of Section
4.52 of this Faculty Code.

4-:#

4.55

Acaderruc Rank- Exceptions
[text remains the same as current Section 4.65]

4:-+4

4.60

Reftewable Cofttf'aet AppeffitmeHt:s Non-Tenure-Track appointments [BT Motion
5932, 9/20/85] [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
Non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers, eoaeAes, athletic ffireetors or
adjuncts may be appointed by the Board of Trustees upon recommendation of an
academic department, the appropriate academic administrators and the president
when, in the judgment of the department, such appointments are desirable to help the
department meet teaching loads. [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
A.

Full-time Non-Tenure-Track Ranked Positions and Lecturer - Rights,
Privileges, and Limitations
Except as otherwise provided in the Faculty Code, leet=l:tfers full-time nontenure-track appointees shall have the following rights and privileges, and are
subject to the following limitations:
l.

Individuals appointed to the position of assistant professor, associate
professor or professor on a reftevt'ablc non-tenure-track eeffifa:et
appointment have academic rank.
Individuals appointed to the
position of lecturer, eoaek er athletic director do not hold academic
rank. [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]

2.

Non-tenure-track ranked positions, and lecturers, eoaeAes Me athletic
directors are normally appointed for a term of service not to exceed
one year at a time, and may be subsequently reappointed for an
additional term or terms of service, ftfte may be appointee to either
full or part time positions. Written notice by the president or his
designee shall EYOf)' effort '>Yill be made te notify individuals in such
full-time positions in writing three months prior to expiration of the
contract of intent to renew the contract. (See also section 5.50) [BT
Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
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3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

The appointment of full-time non-tenure-track ranked position87
eeaehes, et:hlet:ie Elireeters and lecturers is made by the Board of
Trustees upon recommendation of the department involved and
approval by the appropriate dean, the provost/vice president for
academic affairs, and the president. [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
A Full-time non-tenure-track ranked positio~ eeaeR, atk)etie
cl:ifeeter er and lecturers are is- not eligible for promotion, professional
leave, tenure, and other similar benefits. However, a leefttt'er
individuals holding such appointments may at any time be given a
tenure-track er aea tCB\ifO traelt reaevrahle appointment with
academic rank subject to the qualifications specified in section 4.30
of the Faculty Code and, with such appointment, upon
recommendation of the department and approval by the appropriate
dean, the provost/vice president for academic affairs and the
president, may be given the right by the trustees to apply the length
of time served towards promotion, tenure, and professional leave or
other similar benefits where applicable.
In appropriate cases unusual titles may be utilized with the lecturer
classification, such as Senior Lecturer, unless restricted by this code.
All holders of full-time non-tenure-track reae ..-.·aale eefttfaets
appointments have rights and privileges of faculty as stipulated in
Section 2.20, unless otherwise restricted by this code. Their teaching
and non-teaching loads are governed by the formulas contained in
section 7.20 of the Faculty Code . Assignment of teaching load
should take into account that non-tenure-track appointees are
ordinarily not expected to advise students. beyond holding regular
office hours. or to serve on committees at any level. They may serve
on eeffifl'ii:tlees without resa-ietiea aut ffifl)' seNe oa the Faculty
Senate only after tffi:ee six years of continuous employment.
Reaewaele eeatraet Full-time non-tenure-track appointments bearing
the same academic rank titles as tenure-track appointments must meet
the minimum qualifications required of tenure-track appointments of
the same title as provided for in section 4.30 of this Code. If a person
with a reaewable eeetraet full-time non-tenure-track appointment is
transferred to a tenure track appointment, the rank of the tenure-track
appointment, if nmked, may differ from the reHewaele eeHtraet nontenure-track rank subject to the limitations of section 4.30, and is to
be determined upon recommendation by the department, with the
approval of the appropriate dean and the provost\vice-president for
academic affairs and the president.
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B.
Part-time Non-Tenure-Track (Adjunctl Appointments
Part TitHe Armeifttmems
.P..
A part-time appointment is one which clearly limits the contract duties of the
individual with the university to less than a normal full-time assignment for
the contract period. Part-time appointments are not in any way applicable to
the computation of time of employment for tenure purposes.
B7
Part-time appointments are for specific assignments with payment set
accordingly. Payment is for the classes or credits taught or for the specific
assignment according to Section 8.44. Part-time faculty who teach are not
expected to assume the 20 percent non-teaching responsibility or be paid for
it.
1.
In order to meet the needs of the university. A:l!cademically qualified
individuals WAo6 H'iftY ee Heeded te assist with instructional, clinical
or research duties pregrams, seFAetimes vt'ith ftOmm~ er Ae stipeftcl,
may be appointed, sometimes with nominal or no stipend, by the
Board of Trustees as adjunct faculty members with appropriate
designation or academic title (i.e., lecturer, assistant professor,
associate professor or professor, etc.) and the appropriate parenthetic
descriptions (Instruction, Clinical, Research).
Haeft Ranked
appointments are ts- subject to the criteria for academic -ti-tles- ranks set
forth in section 4.30 of the Faculty Code and to the recommendation
of a department or program, the appropriate dean, the provost\vice
president for academic affairs, and the president.
£.
Each adjunct appointment shall be for a specified task, project or
service limited in time to the duration of the specific assignment and
may be renewed. These appointments should be directly related to
the academic mission of the university and are not to be used as
honorary titles nor to accommodate the interests of professional
persons from outside the university. Such appointments are not
intended to replace regular full-time or part-time faculty members.
Adjuncts are not eligible for ffiftlt.;- tenure; or faculty privileges, except
as given in Section 4.74B.3. [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
-t.-.1. Adjuncts may be appointed to serve in the following ways:
a.
Adjunct (Instruction) may be appointed to provide field
supervision.. ftftd consultation, and/or instruction elasses
where no regular instructional employee is available... et'
possesses the necessary expertise... or as emergency situations
reqmre.
b.
Adjunct (Research) may be appointed to direct or engage in
research under a grant from an outside agency and may
receive a stipend from the university under the conditions of
the grant.
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c.

~

.£

Adjunct (Clinical) may be appointed, if properly certified and
in active clinical practice in the medical, dental or veterinary
fields, in various academic programs where such expertise is
needed.
While appointments covered in this section (4.74B) may carry
nominal or no salary stipend and service does not apply toward
tenure or promotion, the appointments do carry the following
privileges:
a
Use of available university facilities, including library, as
required for the adjunct's assignment.
-lr.
Faettlty rates at ath:letie Md ether events.
e:- !L Employee benefits if Me as stipulated m the ffiai•riaua:l
aajtl:fl:et's eentraett:JB:i agreement 'f'ritft the tlfl::i."Versity by the
laws of the state of Washington and universty regulations
governing benefits for part-ti me appointees.

Special Appointments
The Beare ef Trustees university may authorize full or part-time
special appointments, clearly and specifically limited to a brief
association of one (1) year or less with the university, e.g., visiting
fa:etthy
professors
or
lecturers.
emergency
appointments,
reappointments or retired faculty members on special conditions,
advisors or counsellors, etc. These shall be appointments specifying
a starting date and an expiration date. Service in such positions does
not count toward tenure. Recommendations for such appointments
are processed through departments and the appropriate academic
administrators. [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]
~L
Special appointments do not carry the right of renewal. Each such
appointment contract shall specify a starting date and an expiration
Such contracts do not carry implied or contractual
date.
understandings which provide entitlement to further employment.
[BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85] [BT Motion 92-57, 6/12/92]

A:- .L

b:-.1.

Faculty who have special appointments are not eligible for merit or
promotion.
The appointee's salary level shall be set at each
appointment after consultation with the department or program to
which the appointment is made. [BT Motion 6023, 9/29/86] [BT
Motion 6330, 6/15/90]
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a

Appointments to Endowed Chairs
In order to attract truly outstanding facultv. Central Washington University
encourages the establishment of endowed chairs supported by designated funds
deposited with the Central Washington University Foundation or another agent
approved by the Board of Trustees. Appointments to endowed chairs shall not be
made until funding for the position is available. Income from the endowment may
be used to fund the salaries and support costs for professors occupying endowed
chairs.

It is desirable to allow endowment funds to accumulate to a level where their income
can support the salaries of faculty occupying endowed chairs independently of the
university's normal operating budget. In years when an endowed chair remains
vacant. the income shall be reinvested in the endowment. If it is necessary for the
normal operating budget to supplement endowment in.come to pay the salary and
other expenditures of the endowed professor. such supplement shall be paid from
salary monies that would normally be budgeted to the department or college where
the endowment resides.
A.
Individuals appointed to endowed chairs shall be recognized nationally for
their contributions to teachings. research. or scholarship and shall be
expected to continue to make such nationally recognized contributions after
their appointments.
Individuals appointed to endowed chairs shall be designated as CName of
B.
endowment) Professor .
.L.
Endowed chairs may be departmental. college-wide or universitywide. They may also rotate among departments and colleges.
b.
Recommendations for appointments to endowed chairs shall be made
by departmental faculty in the case of a departmental endowment or
by faculty committees in the case of college and university-wide
endowments .
.l.
Appointments to endowed chairs shall be reviewed by a faculty
committee of at least three tenured faculty members appointed by the
Faculty Senate Executive Committee. The faculty review committee
shall recommend action for or against the appointment to the
provost/vice president for academic affairs .
.£
Appointments to endowed chairs shall be approved by the
appropriate dean. the provost/vice president for academic affairs. the
president and the Board ofTrustees .
.i.
Donors to the endowment shall not participate in the selection
process.
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Appointments to endowed chairs shall be limited to a definite term of not
more than four (4) years at a time. Such appointments may be renewed
according to the procedures outlined in Section 4.6S.B.2-4 of this Faculty
Code.
Arrangements for faculty responsibilities and salarv shall be
negotiated upon appointment.
Appointees may be expected to report
formally to the campus community about the results of ongoing research and
service through lectures. symposia, colloquia or other activities.

4.67

Coaches. Athletic Director- Rights. Privileges. Limitations
Except as otherwise provided in this code, coaches and athletic directors have the
following rights and privileges, and are subject to the following limitations:
A.
Individuals appointed to the position of coach or athletic director may be
granted the academic rank for which they qualify according to Section 4.30.
If, however, a coach or athletic director is granted academic rank, subsequent
salary adjustments are governed by the conditions of the approved faculty
salary schedule in regard to rank and salary. However, such individuals shall
not be granted tenure as coaches.
B.
A coach or athletic director is appointed for a term of service as spoeieeel ffi
the letter ef appeffitmer\t te the eea:eh:i:Ag er athlerie atFeeter pesitieA, not to
exceed one year at a time and may be subsequently reappointed for an
additional term or terms of service. tme Such individuals may be appointed
to either full- or part-time positions.
C.
A coach or athletic director shall have all rights, privileges, responsibilities,
and obligations as provided for in this code for faculty as defined in Section
2.10 unless otherwise restricted by the provisions of this code.
D.
Written notice by the president or his designee not to renew any coaching or
athletic director appointment shall be given no later than three months prior
to the expiration of the appointment.

4.70

Transcripts [text remains the same as current Section 4.70]

4.85

Terms of Appointments [text remains the same as current Section 4.85 EXCEPT for
proposed housekeeping change in Section 4.8S.E.]

4.90

Appointment - Written Statement - Time [text remains the same as current Section
4.90]

RATIONALE: Minor suggested alterations, in old sections 4.50, new sections 4.60 and 4.67, entail
reorganizations of this section in order to create a more logical arrangement in the code, the
elimination of inconsistencies, and the creation of new titles to conform better with the legal and
practical situation. In these sections, only two major changes of substance have been recommended:
the requirement that non-tenure-track lecturers serve six years at the university before being elected
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to the Faculty Senate and that they not be appointed to committees.
As for New Section 4.52 -- Shared Appointments , last year's Faculty Senate Personnel
Committee recommended the creation of such a section in order to provide guidelines for
departments with vacant positions that couples might want to share.
As for New Section 4.65 -- Appointment to Endowed Chairs, the Code Committee has
rewritten this section several times in order to take into account the desires of both the
administration and the interests of the regular faculty. Above all, the policy encourages the various
constituencies of the university to appoint individuals to endowed chairs that will increase the
prestige of the university and provide inspiration and intellectual stimulation to the academic
community as a whole.
Recognizing that appointees to endowed chairs may receive salaries and support monies
above the faculty average, the Code Committee has tried to ensure that only renowned individuals
be appointed for a limited term of not more than four years. It has also tried to ensure some faculty
monitoring of the appointments through the institution of a faculty review committee. Given the
fact that income from endowments can fluctuate over time, these caveats are intended to allay the
concerns on the part of many faculty that endowed professorships would jeopardize vital staffing
of programs at times of shrinking budgets and personnel reductions.

IlL ISSUE OF TENURE/PROMOTION
5.10

5.25

REAPPOINTMENTS, TENURE, NONREAPPOINTMENT OF FACULTY
Reappointments- Procedures
Final recommendations concerning the reappointment of any faculty member shall be
submitted to the president of the university by the provost/vice president for academic
affairs. In order to make recommendations to the provost and deans and to promote
consistency. departments shall devise written criteria and procedures for evaluating
probationary facultv for reappointment. These criteria and procedures shall be consistent
with those used to evaluate probationary faculty for the award of tenure according to
Sections 5.10 and 5.25.F. of this Faculty Code. Each school dean advises the provost/vice
president for academic affairs, following a procedure which utilizes recommendations or
information from four possible sources, as follows: ...
Tenure - Defined
B.
Faculty members who are appointed to the academic rank of Assistant Professor or
higher may be granted tenure effective the beginning of the academic year following
a six (6) year period of full-time employment with the university, the decision to be
made in the sixth year [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90]. Extensions may be considered
for such reasons as major illness or other situations which require a faculty member's
extended absence from full-time service:
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A faculty member may, when circumstances make it justifiable, be granted tenure by
the Board of Trustees, effective at a specified time prior to the expiration of a six (6)
year probationary period with the university-"" As a general rule. faculty members
appointed to the academic rank of Assistant Professor or higher who. at the time of
appointment. have completed three (3) years of full-time service at the rank of
instructor or higher at other institutions of rugher learning. or three (3) years full-time
service in other approoriate work. shall serve a probationary period of four (4) years.
such provision to be made in the faculty member's original letter of appointment. ftft6.
Extensions may be considered for such reasons as major illness or other situations
which require a faculty members extended absence from full-time service. Faculty
members occasionally may be granted tenure at the time of original appointment;
such appointment shall ordinarily be upon recommendation of the appropriate
academic department and administrators;
Each year department chairs shall meet with every probationary faculty member
individually before recommendations for reappointments are submitted to the dean.
In this meeting the chair will review the probationers' records and the evaluations of
the probationers' performance submitted by the tenured faculty of the department.
De13a:rtmeat3 ere eaeeeregeEI te Ele>rise Ej:tta:si foFFAel c¥elttat:ive pFeeeEilffes to f>FCfflete
eeflSisteBey. In order to promote consistency. departments shall devise written
criteria and procedures for evaluating probationary faculty for the award of tenure.
(See Section 5.10 for the annual responsibilities of departmental faculty for
evaluating probationers.} [BT Motion 6156, 6/17/88]

Tenure- Procedure for Granting
At the time tenure decisions are to be considered (normally in spring quarter) each dean or
academic section director shall submit tenure recommendations to the provost/vice president
for academic affairs. Such recommendations shall be based on written data from a
combination of sources as follows : [BT Motion 93-19, 6/11/93]
A.
Each faculty member with tenure in the candidate's department or academic section
may submit a written statement of recommendation;
D.
Each school may establish a Personnel Committee to act in an advisory capacity to
the dean. Members of the Personnel Committee shall not advise on the tenure of
probationers from their own departments. Alternates shall be appointed at the same
time as regular members to such Personnel Committees in order to substitute for
regular members as needed.
B:-E. The faculty member under consideration may submit data in support of his/her
candidacy;
&F.
The provisions in Section 8.85, may be applied if necessary for those faculty
members who are in programs or on special assignments outside of departments.
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Professional Improvement- Criteria
B.
Using the general guidelines provided in Section 8.66.A .. departments shall develop
detailed criteria applicable to their disciplines for evaluating faculty for the award
of promotion and merit. These criteria shall be consistent with those used to evaluate
faculty for reappointment and tenure.
B:-C. A faculty member considered for professional improvement may be requested to
supply evidence for each of the above criteria.
&.!1. It is recognized that such evaluations, particularly of teaching effectiveness, are
difficult to make. Nevertheless, the president of the university, the provost/vice
president for academic affairs, deans, department chairs and promotion committees
should demand reasonable evidence of effective teaching performance. The faculty
member's performance should give evidence of the ability to lead students of varying
capacities into a growing understanding of the tools and materials of the faculty
member's profession. The faculty member's instructional materials, methods of
presentation, and evaluation of students should reveal a continuing process of
self-criticism and experimentation.
!*E.

&F.

8. 70
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A commitment to students is vital. Faculty members should be able to show their
interest in guiding students by. among other activities. providing informed academic
advising in the major programs offered by their departments as well as in General
Education as an integral oart of any academic program. [BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85]
Years of service must be considered but are not in and of themselves sufficient
grounds for promotion or merit. [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90]

Promotion in Rank- Schedule and Procedure
C.
Promotions in Rank - Procedure
1.
Promotion in rank will be made according to the criteria listed in this code...
except that faculty members normally will not become eligible for promotion
until three years after appointment to their current ranks.
Primary
responsibility for recommendations for promotion rests with the schools.
colleges. library and appropriate deans. MEl units oot ttttackecl te eRe ef tHe
seheels sttelt as the ljbrat)'.
4.
The dean will receive the statements of the candidates, the recommendations
from individual tenured and tenure-track faculty members, the departmental
Personnel Committee recommendations, and the recommendations of the
department chair.
The dean will meet with each department chair and the Personnel Committee
chair (or other designated representative) to review each candidate for
promotion. Each school er tlftit may establish a Personnel Committee to act
in an advisory capacity to the school dean or unit Elffeetor. Members of such
Personnel Committees shall not advise on the promotion of faculty members
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from their own departments. Alternates shall be appointed at the same time
as regular members to such Personnel Committees in order to substitute for
regular members as needed.
The school dean will prepare priority lists, by rank, of faculty members
within the school or unit who are recommended for promotion. After the list
has been prepared, the dean will review the list with each department chair
and the representative. The final priority list prepared by the dean will show
only one name for each priority position. The dean will notify each eligible
faculty member in writing indicating the person's priority ranking and
whether or not he/she is being recommended for promotion.
This
information shall remain in the personnel files only upon the written consent
of the faculty member. [BT Motion 94-27, 6/10/94]

RATIONALE: Most of the changes suggested in this section reflect the proposals (not already
codified) made to the Senate recently by the Personnel Committee. Those items of the Personnel
Committee's report not included here can be codified in the future.

IV. ISSUE OF FINANCIAL EXIGENCY/
REDUCTION IN FORCE
6.25

D.

Division of departments or programs into units must be demonstrably programmatic.
For the purposes of tlus section. a program is usually a course of study leading to a
degree in which requirements are combined in such a way as to distinguished the
course of study clearly from any other one.

11 .30 Financial Exigency - Procedures
B.
During a period of financial exigencv. the universitv will make every effort,
consistent with federal and state laws regarding fair employment practices. to ensure
that the university's affirmative action programs are not impaired by the operation
oftlus layoff policy.
B:-C.
t-:-D.
:9-:-E.
E-:-F.
F:-G.

[text remains the same as in
[text remains the same as in
[text remains the same as in
[text remains the same as in
[text remains the same as in

ll.30.B.]
11.30.C.]
11.30.0.]
11.30.E.]
11.30F.]
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Order of Layoff
In order to accommodate the need for reduction in numbers of faculty
1.
employed, and at the same time protect the progranunatic integrity of the
university, units will be established, where appropriate within departments
and/or programs. Procedures governing the development of units shall be as
follows:
a.
The dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs,
program directors, and faculty within each department, will establish
a list of units for those areas reporting to him or her, listing by name
and in order of seniority as defined in Section 11.30G.2., the faculty
member(s) in each unit. Unit designations must be demonstrably
progranunatic. For the purposes of this section. a program is usually
a course of study leading to a degree in which requirements are
combined in such a way as to distinguish the course of study clearly
from any other one. [BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85]
[text remains the same in remainder of this section 11.30.H.]

RATIONALE:

The Code Committee is proposing the change to 6.25 .0 . and to 11.30.H.l.a.
(formerly 11.30.G.l.a.) because of difficulties experienced by the Senate Executive Committee and
the provost the last time the unit seniority lists were devised in conformity with the Faculty Code.
Some guidelines are needed to protect less diversified departments from experiencing unfair
pressure from the more diversified departments' constructing unit lists that insulate them from
reduction in force.
The Code Committee is proposing the change to Section ll.30.B. at the request of the president.
The suggested insertion has been borrowed from the University of Wisconsin system; the Evergreen
State College has adopted a similar provision.

V. HOUSEKEEPING
4.85

E.

Nothing in this Section (4.85) shall preclude the university from offering
employment to ft faculty member~ during ft period~ when fie they normally would not
have been under contract, nor of contracting with the faculty member for part-time
service or service ofless than three (3) quarters each academic year.

Correct typographical error: Section 5.45.F. [second 5.45 .F. becomes 5.4S.G.).
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Contingent on approval of (above) numbering change of Section 4. 74 to 4.60, change new Sections
4.60.B.2. and 4.60.B.4. as follows:
4.60.B.2.
... Adjuncts are not eligible for tenure or faculty privileges, except as given in
Section 4.60B.3 4.74.B.3 ...
While appointments covered in this section (4.608.) (4.74B) may cany ...
4.60.B.4.

Delete all references to "sections" and "units" in sections 5.00 (Reappointment, Tenure,
Nonreappointment of Faculty) and 8.00 (Salary, Merit, Promotion). The following Sections are
affected: 5.IO.A., 5.IO.B., 5.IO.C., 5.15 .A., 5.30, 5.30.A., 5.30.B., 5.30.C., 5.40. A., 5.40.B.,
5.45 .D., 5.45.£., 8.70.C.4., 8.70.C.5., 8.75.B.3 ., and 8.85.

